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DEDICATION
To the Most Reverend Francis A.
Thill, D.D., Ph.D., J. C. L., who
was consecrated Bishop of the
Catholic Church for the Diocese of
Concordia at the beautiful Cathedral of Saint Monica on October
28, 1938, we respectfully dedicate
this volume. For his outstanding
work as organizer and promoter
of the Catholic Students' Mission
Crusade, for his untiring activities
in the mission fields of America
and abroad, and for his endeavors
in the propagation of the Faith, we
offer this humble tribute.

HIS

MOST REV. FRANCIS A. THILL, D . D.,

P H . D., J . C. L., Bishop of Concordia
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F O R E W O R D
As a tribute to the graduating class
of 1939, this edition of the "Musketeer" has been assembled. Every detail has been selected with the purpose ever in mind to present throughout its pages that which the class of
1939 will want most to cherish in
memory. Fondest will be the recollection of the spirit of Xavier as
manifested each day on campus and
off in student activity. Action, therefore—the endless chain of campus
activity, the whirl of student life at
Xavier, set against the graver background of its hallowed precincts—
forms the theme of the
1939 "Musketeer.
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PRESIDENT

REV. DENNIS F . BURNS, S. J.,
P H . D . , S. T . D .
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DEANS

REV. JOHN J. BENSON, S. J.

Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

REV. LAURENCE J. LYNCH, S. J.

Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences

REV. JOHN C. MALLOY, S. J.

Associate Dean, Evening

Division

REV. JULIAN A. MALINE, S. J.

Associate Dean, Milford Division

DEANS
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northern entrance to library
building . . . winter and snow

archway to biology building
...

to office of president

. . . military . . . publicity

RAYMOND J. GRAY, S. J.,

A. M.,

P H . D.

History

FACULTY

CHARLES F . WHEELER,

A. M.,

P H . D.

English

THOMAS A. MCCOURT, S. J., A. M.

French

FREDERICK N . MILLER, S. J.,

CARL BUMILLER,
COM. E . , LL.B.

A. M.

Taxation

Chemistry

MURTHA J.

BOYLAN, S. J.,

A.M.

PH.D.

Philosophy

ALBERT J.

CAMENZIND,

S. J.,

A. M.

Latin
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ALBERT

J.

WORST,

A. B.,

B. L.

S.

Libro^rian

ROBERT

E.

MANNING,

S . J.,

A.

M.

Greek

VICTOR

C.

STECHSCHULTE,

S. J., A . M . , M . S . , P H . D .
Physics,
Seismology

JOHN

H.

WILLIAM

E.

CHANCELLOR,

A. M.,

LL.

Economics

GROLLIG,

S . J.,

A.

M.

Apologetics

EDWARD P .

Director

VONDERHAAR,

of

A.

B.

Publicity

FACULTY
SALVADOR

Spanish
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BONILLA-SOSA,

A.

B.

B.

east
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parkway
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from
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victory
terrace

hinkle hall towers . . . administration . . . home of faculty

A.

M.

HARPER,

Military

MAJOR,

F . A.,

U . S. M.

A.

Science

FACULTY

FRANK

CAMM,

Military

MAJOR,

F . A.,

LL.

B.

Science

GEORGE E .

WROCKLOFF,

CAPTAIN,

F.

A.,

U. S. M. A.
Military
Science

WILLIAM

R.

HENNES,

S . J.,

A. M.,

J A M E S P.

P H . D.

K E N N E T H P.

GLENN,

A.B.
English

Greek

JORDON, B . S . C .

Accounting

WARREN

C . L I L L Y , S . J.,

A.

M.

Sociology
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OSCAR J.

LAPLANTE,

S . J.,

A.

M.

Philoso23hy

P H I L I P J.

KENNEDY,

Business

FLORENCE

C.

A. B.,

LL.

B.

Laiv

ALBERS,

A . M . , M. C. S.
Dean of
Women

RICHARD

E.

EDWIN

J.

VOLLMAYER,

Superi7itendent

TISCHLER,

S . J.,

A.

S . J.,

of

A.

M.

Buildings

M.

English

HENRY

F . BIRKENHAUER,

S . J.,

A.

M.

FREDERICK

G.

Physics

FACULTY

Biology
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MIDDENDORF,

S . J.,

A.

M.
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URBAN

H . KILLACKY, S. J.,

English,

A.M.

Jouryialism

FACULTY

EDWARD J.

CALHOUN, S. J.,

P H . D.

Apologetics

J O H N F . DEUPREE, A. M., P H . D .

Chemistry

JAMES F . BUTLER, S. J.,

ESTHER T . SPAETH

A. M.

Secretary

Mathematics

ALFRED E . BRAUN, B . C. S.

Accounting

JAMES C. PERRY, A. M.

Biology
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FRANK J. CROW, A. M.

Economics

OWEN J. ENGLUM, S. J.,

A. M.

History

JOSEPH A.

WALSH,

S.J., A.M.
Greek

GEORGE B . MAGGINI, A. B.

Insurance

JOHN L . FRICKER, B . S. C ,

LL. B.

Advertising

MRS. C. A . MCGRATH

Bursar

FACULTY
ALBERT A.

STEPHEN, A. B.

Publicity
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Assistant

ivy and science hall . . .
tradition

and

test-tubes

towering

administration

building . . . milford division
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St

ALOYSIUS A.

BREEN, S. J.,

A. M.

Treasurer

FACULTY

STANLEY A.

HITTNER, B . C. S., C. P .

A.

Accounting

J O H N V. USHER, S. J.,

A.M.

Spanish

JAMES E .

RAY J . FELLINGER, A. B.

O'CONNELL,

A. B., LL.M.
Political Science

Registrar

WILLIAM W . SAVAGE, A. B.

Advertising

JOSEPH T. CARNEY, LL. B.

Business

Law
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EDWIN F .

THORBURN, C. P .

A.

Accounting

RAYMOND J. WALSH, S. J., A.

Assistant

WILLIAM

T.

M.

Treasurer

BURNS,

A. B., LL. D.
Accounting

TIMOTHY J.

KILDAY

Insurance

F. A. MOELLER, S. J.,

A.

M.

Chaplain

PAUL J.

SWEENEY, S. J., A.

M.

English

FACULTY
ALPHONSE LANG, B .

Bacteriology
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L E O A . H O G U E , S . J.,

Religion.

A.

M.

Sociology

FACULTY

LOUIS

FELDHAUS,

A.

M.

English

ROBERT

L.

OTTO,

A.

B.

Journalism

JULIAN

A.

GARRITY,

S . J.,

A.

FREDERICK

M.

A.

MEYER,

S.J., A . M .
Ethics,
Sociology

Chancellor

FR.^NK

K.

HARDER,

A.

B., M.

D.

Sociology

THOMAS

F.

GARTLAND,

Chemist )ij

A.

B.

VICE PRESIDENT

REV. CELESTINE J. STEINER, S.J., A.M.
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SENIOR C L A S S
PRESIDENT

RALPH W . KOHLHOFF, B . S. C.
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GRADUATES

ROBERT J.

ANTONELLI

Bachelor of Science
Newport, Ky.

JOSEPH M . AYLWARD

Bachelor of Science
Akron, 0.

ERNEST T . BIRD

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.
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ROBERT W . BLUM

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, Ohio

GEORGE A. BRENNER

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

JOSEPH D . BURKE

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

••mSr

DONALD F .

CARROLL

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Oil City, Pa.

W I L L I A M M . CASELLO

Bachelor of T^hilosophy
Cincinnati, O.

ROBERT F .

CONWELL

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Norwood, 0 .
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URBAN J.

DINEEN

Bachelor of Science
Middletown, 0.

J.

LEONARD DONLIN

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Chicago, BI.

CHARLES P.

DONOVAN

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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RICHARD L . DOOLEY

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES

JOSEPH H . F I S H

Bachelor of Philosophy
Hamilton, 0.

ROBERT H . FOX

Bachelor of Arts
Jamaica, L. L, N. Y.
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PAUL A. GALLAGHER

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cleveland, 0.

J. PAUL GEERS

Bachelor of Arts
Cincinnati, 0.

ROBERT F . GRONEMAN

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

THOMAS J. HARPER

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

HERBERT T . HEEKIN

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

ALBERT B . HOWE

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Fort Thomas, Ky.
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^IF
JACK A. JONES

Bachelor of Arts
Cincinnati, 0.

EUGENE E . KELLER

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR.

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, O.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

RALPH W .

KOHLHOFF

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

GEORGE W . LEUGERS

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Norwood, 0.

J O H N A.

Low

Bachelor of Ai^ts
Cincinnati, 0.
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JOHN B . MACKEY

Bachelor of Arts
Cincinnati, O.

GEORGE A.

MARTIN

Bachelor of Science
Fort Thomas, Ky.

ROBERT A. MEISTER

Bachelor of Arts
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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GRAD U A T E S

DONALD

G. MIDDENDORF

Bachelor of Arts
Covington, Ky.

ROBERT H .

MILLER

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Fort Wayne, Ind.

••'Itp'

GEORGE G . MILLITZER

Bachelor of Philosophy
Loveland, 0.
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W M . F R A N C I S MOORE

Bachelor of Science
Chicago, 111.

T H O M A S E . MURRAY

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0 .

ROY B . NEARY

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Lawrenceburg, Ind.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

ROBERT W . OKER

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

JAMES J.

PATTON

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Aurora, 111.

J O H N J. PATTON

Bachelor of Philosophy
Aurora, 111.
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WILLIAM L. POHL

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, O.

LAWRENCE E . RACK

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Cincinnati, 0.

^\

WILLIAM J. RIELLY

Bachelor of Philosophy
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

RICHARD J. ROBERS

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Norwood, 0.

ALBERT G. SCHMERGE

Bachelor of Arts
Norwood, O.
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THOMAS J. SCHMITT

Bachelor of Arts
Norwood, 0.
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JOHN T . SCHUH

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Fort Thomas, Ky.

LAWRENCE G. SUMMERS

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Norwood, 0.

WILLIAM C. THUMAN

Bachelor of Science
Cincinnati, 0.

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

CARL W . TILLMAN

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Newport, Ky,

WILLIAM J.

WALSH

Bachelor of Philosophy
Chicago, 111,

JAMES P , WARNDORF

Bachelor of Philosophy
Hamilton, 0,
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ROBERT W ,

WEBER

Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Newport, Ky.

EDMUND C,

WOLF

Bachelor of Science
Norwood, 0 .

CHARLES

Business

BERTING

Administration
Certificate
Evening Division

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

HERBERT BILL

Accounting Certificate
Evening Division

JOHN BUSSE

Accounting Diploma
Evening Division
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LAWRENCE DIEKHAUS

Accounting Certificate
Evening Division
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BERNARD DONOVAN

Accounting Certificate
Evening Division

PAUL DUNCAN

Accounting Certificate
Evening Division

CLIFFORD FLAKE

Accounting Diploma
Evening Division

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

ROSELLA

HONEKAMP

Bachelor of Science in Education
Evening Division

ROBERT

JUNK

Business

Administration
Diploma
Evening Division

FRANKLIN

KLING

Accounting
Certificate
Evening Division
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EDWARD KLUENER

Business
Administration
Certificate
Evening Division

FRED LOHMAN

Accountiyig Certificate
Evening Division

STEPHEN MCENTEE

Accounting Diploma
Evening Division

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES

RICHARD

MIDDENDORF

Accounting Diploma
Evening Division

ALBERT REBOLD

Accounting Diploma
Evening Division

GRACE VASTINE

Diploma
Evening Division
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ROBERT

WOERNER

Accounting
Diploma
Evening Division

HOWARD

WRIGHT

Bachelor of Arts
Evening Division

ELEANOR

Business

ZINS

Administration
Diploma
Evening Division
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JULIAN

ZINS

Accounting
Certificate
Evening Division
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EVENING DIVISION
Evening Division . . . largest unit
TofHEXavier
University . , . 520 Sycamore
Street, in the heart of Cincinnati . , , 829
men and women enrolled . . . 96 semester
courses . . . faculty of 27 . . . Jesuit priests,
laymen from the regular faculty, and
specialists . , , classes meeting once a
week , , . assembly dances monthly . . .
exciting Student Council election , , . the
card party and dance at the Gibson Roof
in April . , , final exams.
There, in brief, is a statistical summary
of the Evening Division during 1938-39,
The enrollment—435 men and 384 women
—represents an increase of ten per cent
over the total for the preceding year.
Some of these students, sacrificed one
or more evenings each week because they
realized that promotion and, occasionally,
even survival in modern business belong
to him or her who dedicates leisure hours
to studying the commercial scene. They
concentrated on business courses—accounting, advertising, business law, business writing, the principles and the history of economics, marketing, money and
banking, life, fire, and casualty insurance,
surety, journalism, salesmanship, secretarial practice, and taxation.
Others believed that a background in
the liberal arts makes for individual adjustment, social attractiveness, and personal happiness. These elected Shakespearian or American literature, French,
German, American, or current history,
philosophy, psychology, apologetics, sociology, mathematics, and chemistry. And a
few, motivated by greater ambition are
pre-professional students in law, music,
and medicine,
A word of gratitude is in order for the
excellent work of the professors. Space
does not permit us, however, to pay them
a more worthy tribute than merely to
mention their names: Dean Malloy, alert,

63

progressive, and sohcitous; Fathers Boylan, Grollig, Killacky, La Plante, Meyer,
(who came in September from the University of Detroit), and Stechschulte; Drs,
Deupree, Harder, Wertheimer, and Wheeler; Messrs. Braun, Bumiller, Carney,
Chancellor, Crow, Fricker, Glenn, Graber,
Jordan, Hittner, Kennedy, Kilday, Maggini, O'Connell, Otto, and Savage; Dean of
Women, Albers; and Miss Spaeth,
The Evening Division, is not without its
activities. Early in the year a new organization came into being—the Student
Council. This group, composed of elected
class representatives, held a spirited election among the entire student body to determine who should have the honor of being its first president. When the tumult
and the shouting died away, the imperturbable, smiling, and gracious Hal Nolt-

JoHN C. MALLOY, S. J.,
Director

ing was proclaimed leader. His assistants
as officers of the Student Council, were
Bob Woerner, Howard Ortman, Virginia
Bockelman, and Pauline Hopkins.
Hal proved a real leader. He and his
committee who had the responsibility for
the Evening Division's major party at
the Gibson, saw their efforts rewarded
when hundreds came to be their guests for
bridge and for dancing.
Again this year the Evening Division
had the distinction of furnishing the
Queen for the University Prom, Mary
Louise Neiheisel won this coveted honor,
and lovely she was as she swept down the
majestic stairs of the Gibson Florentine
Room, paused to have the crown placed
over her blond tresses, and then accepted
the King's arm to lead the Grand March.
In retrospect, it has been a very good
year. They have increased their knowledge. They have matured their evaluation
of society and they have taken on more
and more of that culture, that attitude of
joyful living, that marks Evening Division men and women throughout all Cincinnati.
Vacation is welcome, but next September they will again be returning to the
Evening Division for another draught of
the champagne that makes life ever more
meaningful—knowledge and understanding.

rM

Left, Top—Balloting for the student council;
center—the council meets—McCarthy, H. Weber,
Woerner, Hopkins, President Nolting, Ortman,
VonderHeide, F. Weber, and Gibbons; bottom—
a typical Evening Division class. Right page,
Upper left, lower left—the Annual Card Party
and Dance; Left center—the Christmas Party;
Upper right—before and after Santa at the
Christmas Party; Right center—selecting
the
queen at the Pre-Junior Prom Party; Lower
right—Santa and his helpers.
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of 1938, the ROTC field artillery unit began
I NitsSeptember
third season at Xavier University, The time was ripening
for it to begin to taste the fruits of efficient organization and
planning over and extended period of time.
As every new venture must, the military department was required to work to overcome inertia from the moment of its establishment, and it has concentrated on this until now, three years
after its inception at this university, its pursuits have become
a leading interest in the curricula of a majority of the students
and the department has assumed a place among the most active
elements of Xavier. Major Arthur M, Harper, professor of military science and tactics, assisted by Major Frank Camm and
Captain George E, Wrockloff, is bringing Xavier's military unit
to successful maturity.
This, the first year that a class of cadets has moved up to the
status of the advanced course, has seen much color added to
battalion activity and many new avenues of interest opened to
the military students. To mark their advanced standing, the
third-year cadets, upon conference with Major Harper, on the
basis of the regulations, adopted an officer's uniform consisting
of a fur-felt garrison cap, pink elastique trousers, olive drab
Barathea coat, Nettleton military oxfords, olive drab cotton
shirt, light tan Sam Browne belt. Ornaments and insignia distinctive of Xavier University and the field artillery are included
with this uniform, which each advanced course cadet had tailored
to his individual measure.
The leading note of importance in Battalion organization,
after the establishment of the upper division course, was the
elevation of the rank of the Battalion Commander from cadet
major to cadet lieutenant-colonel and the appointment of William J, Rielly, Jr., to this post, George A, Martin was appointed
to the rank of cadet major and the position of adjutant, and
the staff was completed by cadet captains Robert J, Antonelli
and George W, Leugers, Headquarters battery and Batteries A,
B, and C, respectively, were commanded by cadet captains Fred
G, Konersman, Richard T. Schmidt, Lawrence G. Rack, and
Richard L, Dooley,

MAJOR A. M. HARPER

MAJOR FRANK CAMM

Military discipline was found to come more easily to the
cadets as the military department became more firmly established in the make-up of the University, Battalion drill on Corps
Day was begun toward the end of September, and was recessed
in favor of indoor assemblies only when the winter weather
descended on the campus in earnest. Corps Day reviews were
resumed at the end of March, as the Battalion was primed for
the annual Corps Area Inspection, May 16, with LieutenantColonel Alexander C. Sullivan, of Fort Hayes, Columbus, and
Captain Selbey F, Little, on reserve duty in the Cincinnati Area,
inspecting.
Much new equipment was received and the Xavier cadets
extended their military study to every phase of field artillery
warfare. Four new guns arrived to bring the number of French
75's up to eight. The department's allotment of fire control instruments was enlarged, and to it were added two short wave
radio sets, capable of both receiving and transmitting within
a five-mile area.
CAPTAIN GEORGE E . WROCKLOFF
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But most important as far as practical
training is concerned is the trainer battery
which was installed in early spring. This
battery of small-bore miniature guns gave
the members of the advanced course the
"feel" of artillery fire and taught them
the proper methods of conducting operations as no other means of instruction
could. The guns were strapped onto the
tubes of the regular 75 mm. field pieces,
using the sights and aiming mechanism of
the full-size guns. They use a .22 calibre
cap to propel a one-inch polished steel ball
at miniature targets within a maximum
range of ninety yards.
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To enable the cadet officers to complete
their prescribed training and qualification
with the .45 calibre service pistol, a new
range was built under the east stands of
the stadium, under the direction of Staff
Sergeant Kenneth C. Fletcher, now completing his second season as coach of the
pistol team.
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Sergeant Fletcher worked on the foundation he had established last year to produce a team which easily took a high place
among the fine collegiate teams of the
country. His proteges turned in a score
of 1296, which he was confident would
thrust them among the top few in the
second division of the annual nationwide
Field Artillery Pistol Competition, Intramural elimination determined the winners of three gold trophies donated by
Dr. J. T. Clear. In intercollegiate competition the Xavier marksmen turned in the
following record:
Utah
1362
Xavier
1311
Iowa
1274
Xavier
1324

Top—cadet officers, Rielly commanding. First
row—Dooley, Blum, Wilson, Schmidt, Tuke, Krekeler, Clear, Duda, Moore, Carney, Linz, Hallbach.
Second ro7t;—Espel, Konersman, Ritzie, McDermott, Geers, Luken, Steuer, Russ, Rees, Ernst,
Weingartner, Bauman. Ce?iier—Lieutenant-colonel William J. Rielly. Bottom—cadet
officers,
Martin commanding. First row—Schwegmann,
Rack, Groneman, Summers, Antonelli, Schuh'
Bockerstette, Bruder, Burke, Kernen, Oker. Second row—Tillman, Gruber, Low, Kern, Gessing,
Trauth, Centner, Woestman, Niesen, Leugers!
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Eastern
Princeton
Texas A, & M
St, Bonaventure
Eastern
Oklahoma
Missouri
Florida
Cornell
M, L T
V, M, 1
Harvard
Santa Clara
Michigan State
Colorado A. & M,
Arkansas
Ohio State
Purdue
Detroit

1275
1078
1360
1309
1249
1358
1343
1332
1331
1294
1312
1189
1264
1335
1379
1225
1292
1356
1238

Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier

1246
1306
1306
1313
1256
1357
1357
1364
1364
1364
1363
1363
1363
1332
1345
1354
1382
1382
1382
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The Xavier Order of Military Merit,
whose red fourragere of membership is
the highest distinction to which a Xavier
cadet can attain, added eleven new members to the seven remaining from last
year, who were Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel
Rielly, Cadet Major Martin, cadet captains Antonelli, Schmidt, Dooley, cadet
lieutenants Melvin J. Tepe and Lawrence
G. Summers, The newly-elected members
include cadet captains Leugers, Konersman, and Rack, cadet second lieutenants
Bernard L. Bauman, John J, Bruder, Eric
J, Espel, Richard P, Trauth, and Raymond
J, Wilson, cadet first sergeants Robert G,
Kissel, William J, F. Roll, and Robert M.
Weigand.
This year saw the formation of the
Sophomore Honor Guard, an organization
of high-ranking second-year basic course
cadets who served in the raising and lowering of the flag presented by the Alumni
Association at the flagstaff supplied by

Top—Xavier Order of Military Merit. First row
—Bruder, Schmidt, Rack, Rielly, Martin, Antonelli, Dooley, Summers. Second row—Konersman,
Espel, Trauth, Bauman, Wilson, Leugers, Kissel,
Roll. Center—St. Barbara of the Batteries, patron saint of field artillerymen. Bottom—Cadet
officers pass the reviewing stand in the Armistice Day parade.
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them at the north end of the stadium on
all public occasions, and who performed
all other such honorary functions as were
required. They wore on their left shoulder
as a m a r k of distinction the blue fourragere of the Guard, Its members included
Cadet F i r s t Sergeant William A, Welch,
cadet sergeants William K, Clark, Lawrence T, Hiltz, Stanley R, Keller, Joseph
J, Klingenberg, Robert S, Koch, Stanley
J. Krekeler, Robert J, Maifield, Alvin H.
Nurre, cadet corporal John E, Smith, Cadet Robert T, Baumgartner,
Many other distinctions were available
to members of the cadet Battalion, a large
number of the decorations being the gift
of allied military organizations and private friends of the University, Philip K,
Horrigan, first-year basic course cadet,
won first award in the National Defense
Council's second annual essay contest,
with Cadet F i r s t Sergeant Kissel receiving second place,
A demonstration and review in conjunction with combined American Legion posts
of the area on May 14, helped to finish
out the season for the Xavier cadets.
Typical of the wider and more practical
scope of the Battalion this year, was the
overnight field maneuver planned by the
Xavier University military department
with the Reserve Officers' Association and
units of the National Guard taking place
on June 3 and 4, after sessions at the
University had finished.
Left page: Top—the Xavier battalion forms for a
review. Left center—Major Harper dedicates the
pistol range. Right center—the band marches at
Providence game. Bottom—^"Prepare for Inspection." Right: Top—the pistol team—first row—
Siegal, Comstock, C. King, Saunders, Nieman;
second roiv—Everett, Bodde, Maifield, Jacober,
R. Rack, Weigand; third row—Major Harper,
Tillman, Oker, Schuh, Rees, L. Rack, Sgt. Fletcher. Center—the Dr. J. T. Clear Trophies for .45
caliber competition. Bottom—the regulars fire in
postal match.
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HIRD in sequence but first in consequence was the Military Ball of DecemT
ber Tenth, Nineteen Hundred Thirty-eight,
Before anything else may be said about it,
the central feature around which the whole
festivity revolved must be mentioned.
This was the appointment to an honorary
lieutenant-colonelcy of Miss Frances Jane
Harper, who was escorted by Cadet Lieutenant-colonel William J. Rielly; therein
was the birth of another Xavier tradition.
To capture the enthusiasm of the entire
Batallion from the start, six of the better
bands of the vicinity were proposed by the
Committee, from which the cadets elected
their choice. Art Morgan's dance melodies
were halted briefly to allow: establishment
of the Colors on the bandstand by the special detail which had stood honorary guard
at the door, under the command of Cadet
Second-lieutenant Raymond J, Wilson;
distribution of the special Military Ball
Edition of the Xavier University News,
which bore a novel color-plate background
on the front page; decoration of twenty
cadets, eight of them being elevated to
X O M M ; presentation and decoration of
Miss Harper, followed by the Grand March,
A synthesis of the program was broadcast to radio listeners over a local station
by Edward P. VonderHaar, director of
publicity.
Executive chairman of the program was
Cadet First-sergeant Wm. J. F. Roll, who
headed the student petition for the appointment of the Honorary Colonel and
worked with Captain George E, Wrockloff, faculty adviser, and Colonel Rielly
in the synchronization of events.

Left
page, top—Honorary
Lieutenant-colonel
Frances Jane Harper receives her commission;
bottom—the ball at midnight. Right, top—Rielly
confers insignia of rank; upper middle—eighteen
cadets receive awards; lower middle—William J.
F. Roll eyes his masterpiece; bottom—the grand
march.
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SODALITY
from the year 1841, the SodalD ATING
ity of the Immaculate Conception vies
with the Philopedian Society for the honor
of being the first extra-curricular activity
in the history of the school. The purpose
of the Sodality is to foster devotion to the
Blessed Virgin and to become firm in the
practice of its religion. The Sodality, in a
wider sense, serves as the guiding principle of all the other activities on the campus. For the policy of action adopted by the
Sodality during the past year was a plan
of Campus Cooperation in which the Sodality encouraged and promoted student
interest in other campus organizations.
Rev, John E, Mahoney, S, J,, fulfilled
the duties of moderator during the entire
year. It was under his direction that membership in the Sodality was limited to
those alone who showed an eagerness for
the organization.
During the first semester, the officers
were: Jack A, Jones, president; Paul C.
Beckman and Wilham J. Roll, assistant
prefects; John J, Singer, secretary; Donald G, Middendorf, treasurer, and John
A, Low and Francis P. Burke, sacristans.
Under the leadership of these men biweekly meetings replaced the former
monthly meetings, the freshmen members
were inducted into the Sodality on December 9, and a skating party was held on
December 14.
Late in February the annual elections
were held and Emmett A. Rattermann
was chosen president, John C. Talbott and
John T. King, assistant prefects; Paul L.
Burkhardt, secretary; Joseph J, Klingenberg, treasurer, and Victor J. O'Brien and
Edward J, Mistier, sacristans. These officers continued the active program of the
Sodality by sponsoring the Patna Mission
Derby in March and the Field Mass in
May.
7'op—Father Mahoney, S. J., speaks to the Sodalists in Bellarmine Chapel. Center—Jack A. Jones,
president. Bottom—Annual field Mass, honoring
the Blessed Virgin Mary.
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CLEF CLUB
to retain its cognomen of
"the most active organization on the
campus," the University Clef Club has
completed its most successful season since
its founding in 1926. There were over
twenty-three concerts given in 1938-39 before the public, at various colleges, academies, high schools, and at the studios of
local radio stations.
TTNETERMINED

The outstanding concert of the year was
given at Hotel Alms, a public concert.
Other important public appearences of the
Clef Club were those at The Fenwick and
at the Le Blond Auditorium of the Catholic Women's Association. The final concert and dance was held at the Florentine Room of the Hotel Gibson.
Members of the Clef Club are chosen by
auditions in September. About forty
members constituted the roll for this year.
Rehearsals were conducted once weekly
at the campus Union.
The quartet was composed of Thomas
Harper, Frank Moore, Vincent Linz, and
Joseph Blunt, Richard T, Schmidt was
soloist.
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Officers who conducted the affairs of the
Club in its most successful year were:
Frank Moore, president; Richard T.
Schmidt, vice-president and secretary;
Paul Gallagher, treasurer; and Robert L.
Saxton, business manager. John V. Usher, S J,, was faculty adviser. Franklin
Bens served as director and Miss Margaret Marshall De Lon as accompanist.

Top—Mr. Franklin Bens directs at a practice
session. Middle—W. Frank Moore, president.
Bottom—Off to a concert in Kentucky,
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MERMAID TAVERN
•yAVlER's writers club, The Mermaid
Tavern, is in its ninth year of reading, writing, and whoobub. The weekly
meetings of the undergraduate members
is a serious business, but not without its
undertow and froth of merriment. Tavern
quarters profited this year by the generosity of Patrons Groneman, Roll, and Kissell
in particular. For the Eighth Foundation
Highday the members attempted parodies
on the stuff of their old Tavern ghostly
patrons, and the modest results went into
a number of The Tavernacular. Most gratifying to Tavern is the increasing number
of graduate members actively interested
and successful in their writing. More and
more comes the break into print. The fine
spirit of mutual interest among graduate
and undergraduate members at the allPatron meetings makes us think of the
things that have been said—maybe not
entirely out of imagination—about the
Mermaid Tavern in old Bread Street,
What things have we, too, seen done at
the Mermaid! and heard and felt and said!
In the course of the year Mr, William
Dammarell and Mr. Murray Paddack
were welcomed to the ranks of the honorary graduate patrons, William Rielly was
Host of Tavern for the year, Phillip Horrigan serves at present as Drawer, Raymond Wilson and William Roll have been
serving as editors of The Tavernacidar.

Top—Roll, Groneman, Dooley, Father Sweaney,
Rielly, Patton; cewier—William Rielly, host;
bottom—Graham, Wilson, Weigand, Fox, Bruder,
Kissel.
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DANTE CLUB
as its prime purpose the promo•^
tion of interest in Catholic literature
and art, the Dante Club strove and succeeded this year in increasing the number
of lectures in and about Cincinnati, Further than this ideal of lecturing to various
groups on subjects pertaining to Catholic
art, the Dante Club affords an opportunity for the members to acquire platform
poise and experience.

TTAVING

Serving as president for the first semester was Raymond J, Wilson, Jr,, a
junior in the college of liberal arts. His
successor, Donald G, Middendorf, a liberal arts senior, took office as the second
semester began, Robert S. Koch, a sophomore in the liberal arts college, held the
office of business manager for the entire
scholastic year.
Membership in the Dante Club is limited to twelve students of the liberal arts
college. Competitive tryouts are held each
year for prospective members, after recommendation of the English department.
The repertoire of the Dante Club, at
present, includes seven lectures all of
which are illustrated with stereopticon
slides. The lectures are: "The Divine
Comedy," "The Madonna in Art," "Joan
d'Arc," "The Crusades," "The Idylls of the
King," "A Pilgrimage to Lourdes," and
"Shakespeare,"
To Rev, John V. Usher, S, J,, whose assistance in preparing the lectures was invaluable, the Dante Club owes a lasting
debt of gratitude.
1%

Top—Dante Club members plan a lecture—Wilson, Koch, Burke, Geers, Roll, Kissel, Bruder,
Clark, Middendorf, Center—Donald G. Middendorf, president. Bottom—An illustrated lecture
to a group of students.
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PHILOPEDIAN
SOCIETY
rpHE Poland Philopedian Society is Xavier's oldest campus organization. The
past year was its ninety-eighth consecutive year of activity on the debate platform. It was founded in 1841,

'^ti

The meetings held bi-weekly in the Library Building consisted ordinarily in a
two-man debate decisioned by the audience, an open-forum discussion on the topic of the debate, and a critical analysis by
the moderator. Rev, Paul J. Sweeney,
S. J., of the argument, presentation, and
delivery of both speakers. The criticism
by both the moderator and the students
was such that every member could derive
benefit.
As per custom, the preliminaries of the
Washington Oratorical Contest and the
Verkamp Debate were held at a Philopedian meeting; and the Varsity Debate
Team was chosen from its ranks. As an
innovation this year, though, the organization conducted a debate tournament in
which every member participated. It followed the customary tournament style of
bracket elimination, semi-finals, and finals,
William Rielly served ably as student
president, Raymond Wilson was vice-president and Melvin Tepe, secretary. Tepe
recorded the minutes of the society which
have been maintained since 1842 and are
kept in the University Library,

Top—Inkrot debates in Philopedian headquarters. Center—William J. Rielly, president. Bottom
—Members listen to a constructive speech.
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EVIDENCE GUILD
,
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as a function of the SodalORIGINALLY
ity, the Evidence Guild was organized in 1934, But for the last three years
this society has been recognized by the
Student Council as an independent campus organization. Thus it is one of the most
recent independent societies to be recognized at Xavier, The group was founded
by Rev, Warren C, Lilly, S, J,, pastor of
Bellarmine Chapel, who still serves as
moderator.
Membership in the Evidence Guild is
limited to ten. During the past year. Jack
A, Jones, a senior, served as president.
The other members were: William J.
Rielly, Jr., Donald G, Middendorf, Francis P, Burke, Melvin J, Tepe, Raymond J,
Wilson, Jr,, Irvin F, Beumer, Quentin S,
Holley, Raymond E, Weigel and William
R. Everett.
A two-fold purpose marks the nature
of the Evidence Guild. The primary concern of the group is to promulgate Catholic Theology and Sociology. The secondary
concern is the development of oratory
ability in the students. These ten student
speakers address the Inquiry Class, which
is conducted by Rev, Warren C, Lilly, S,
J,, and Rev, Oscar J. LaPlante, S, J., every
Friday evening on the Xavier University
Campus, Previous to this year the Inquiry
Class w^as held at St, Xavier High School,
The speakers give a fifteen minute talk,
and then devote another fifteen minute
period to answering questions.
The speaking ability of the members
has been repeatedly praised by those attending these convert classes. As an example of the success of this organization,
it might be added that the Inquiry Class
averages at least ten converts to the Catholic Faith every year.

Top—Gathering
information—Beumer, Wilson,
Tepe, Everett, Jones, Holley, Burke, Weigel,
Center—Jack A. Jones, president. Bottom—Weigel clarifies a point.
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GERMAN CLUB
HE Heidelberg German Club enjoys the
Tdistinction
of being the only active
foreign language club on the campus. Designed to foster an appreciation of, and
an interest in, German affairs, language,
people, history, and culture, the Heidelberg Club accomplishes its purpose
through monthly discussion meetings in
its clubroom at The Fenwick,
In the spirit of the old liberal university
from which it takes its name, the Club
seeks to understand and spread the culture of Goethe and Schiller, eschewing
transitory politics, confident that Teutonic
culture belongs not to a government or
party but is the legacy of a great race to
the world.
Two important innovations were made
in this year's program of activity, A distinctive gold key, emblematic of membership, was established. Graduate meetings
were also introduced, at which former
members returned to renew old friendships.
As a fitting climax of the year's work,
the senior members were guests of honor
at the traditional banquet where all partook of what is best expressed by that untranslatable German word—GemutlichJceit.

John F. Graber, professor of German,
is moderator, Donald G, Middendorf served as president; Thomas E, Murray, as
vice-president; Paul J. Centner, as treasurer; and Frank L. Luken, as secretary.

Top—Luken discusses a political question at The
Fenwick, meeting place of the German Club.
Center—Donald G, Middendorf, president. Bottom—Officers of the Club—Luken, Middendorf,
Mr. Graber, Murray, Centner.
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DEBATE TEAM
XAVIER

*T*HE Varsity Debate Team for 1939
leaves the rostrum with a creditable
year of forensic activity behind it. In a
rather heavy schedule of home and road
meets with Midwestern colleges and universities, the Xavier men were judged
the loser only twice. Most of the debates,
however, were non-decision.
Members were as usual chosen from
the ranks of the Philopedian Debating Society. William J. Rielly, senior, emerged
from the competitive election as president.
The rest of the team consisted of Jack A.
Jones, senior, Melvin J. Tepe, junior, and
sophomore, Robert S. Koch.
In addition to the ten debates at home,
two road trips were made. Rielly and Tepe
traveled 1000 miles through Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana, meeting Loyola and
DePaul of Chicago, Marquette at Milwaukee, Purdue at Lafayette, and Butler at
Indianapolis, Jones and Koch made a trip
through Ohio, debating Dayton at Dayton,
Denison at Granville, Ohio Wesleyan at
Delaware, Heidelberg at Tiffin, and Cleveland's John Carroll.
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S. J., professor
of English, is coach of the team. Much of
its fine showing is due to his advice to the
various members. Father Sweeney, a Xavier alumnus, is a former member of the
debating organization.

Top—Tepe opens an inter-team debate. Center—
William J. Rielly, president. Bottom—Jones and
Koch prepare for Dayton, Tepe and Rielly for
Loyola,
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BIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY
/ ^ RGANIZED this year, the Biological So^ ^ ciety is designed to promote interest
in biology and kindred sciences at Xavier
University,
Fourteen charter members of the junior
and senior pre-med group formed the nucleus of the new organization and the enrollment increased to about forty. Membership requires an interest in biology
and approval of two-thirds of the membership.
Meetings are held twice monthly on the
campus on Friday evenings. While not
participating directly in research, the Society aims at aiding members in thesis research through discussion meetings led
by student speakers. In addition to these
a number of guest speakers were invited
to address the members on their particular field of research. To complete the
year's activities a banquet was held at a
local hotel.
Included among other plans for a more
active program in 1939-40, are development of the biology library and the inclusion of more guest speakers on the program. Open campus meetings during the
day are also contemplated.
Officers for 1938-39 included: James J,
Clear, president; Frederick Droege, vicepresident and secretary; and Joseph Aylward, treasurer, Mr, James C, Perry and
Mr, Frederick Middendorf, S, J,, are faculty moderators.
Top, sitting—Wolfe, Alyward, Krekeler, Cowen,
P. Centner, Duffy, Clear, DeCourcy. Standing—
E . Niesen, Mr. Middendorf, S. J., Droege, Siegel,
Jones, Hiltz, Thuman, Vogel, Young, McCabe,
Berens, Huhgenberg, F, Niesen, Meiners, Mr.
Perry. Center—James J. Clear, president. Bottom
—charter members prepare slides.
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VERKAMP
DEBATE
debating activities on and
^ ^ off the campus, the annual Verkamp
Debate was held on the evening of March
31, in the Mary G, Lodge Reading Room
of the Library, The inter-collegiate debate
topic of this year, namely: "Resolved, that
the United States Government should
cease to use public funds for the purpose
of stimulating business," provided a fitting subject for the forensic talent of the
University because of the interest of the
debaters and the country at large.
/CLIMAXING

The victorious negative team, consisting
of William J. Rielly, Melvin J. Tepe, and
Aloysius J. Menke, were given the decision
over Jack A. Jones, Robert S. Koch, and
Brian Flanagan by a jury of alumni
judges: Mr. Joseph Topmoeller, Mr, Edwin Heilker, and Dr. Alfred Berger,
The medal for the best individual debater was awarded to William J. Rielly
by the trio of judges, Rielly, as a member
of the Debating Team, was thoroughly familiar with the question, having debated
it often in intercollegiate contests. He will
receive the medal, donated by Joseph B,
Verkamp, at the graduation exercises in
June.
Serving as chairman of the debate was
William A. Blum.
The negative team based its arguments
on the harmful effect of any attempt to
reduce or withdraw government funds
from business at the present time, affirming that such a move would lead to further
difficulties.

l!--tfl

Top—Dr. Joseph Topmoeller congratulates Rielly. Debaters Koch, Jones, Flanagan, Menke, Tepe,
and Judges Edwin Heilker and Alfred Berger
look on. Center—William J. Rielly, winner. Bottom—Chairman William A. Blum introduces the
first speaker.
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ORATORICAL
CONTEST
too large to be seated in
A Ntheaudience,
Mary G, Lodge Reading Room,
saw a liberal arts freshman, Philip K,
Horrigan, awarded the decision in the annual Washington Oratorical Contest, on
the evening of February 24, Horrigan and
his opponents, four upperclassmen and
three freshmen, having worked their way
through the preliminaries, carried on the
tradition which began at Xavier in 1893,
when they delivered their formal orations
on subjects ranging from politics to religion.
Horrigan attacked the policy of President Roosevelt and the Administration
toward the European crisis, stating that
American support of the Democracies
against the Fascist powers is the first step
toward a foreign war. His subject was:
"Our un-American Foreign Policy."
Other participants and their topics
were: William J, Rielly, "Saints Among
Savages"; Melvin J, Tepe, "Spain Answers the Challenge"; Jack A, Jones, "The
Social Reconstruction Program of Pius
XI"; William J, F, Roll, Jr,, "The Morality of the Press"; William L, Blum, "Joan
of Arc, Patroness of Patriotism"; James
L, Centner, "America—Heed the Warning"; William R, Everett, "Why Not Be
a Politician,"
As a result of Horrigan's victory, he
will receive the Washington Medal at the
graduation exercises. The decision was
handed down by three judges: Rev. Celestine J. Steiner, S. J., vice-president of the
University; Anthony B. Dunlap, alumnus
and attorney, and Edward T. Hurley.
Father Steiner announced the decision.

Top—Rev, C. J, Steiner, S. J., announces the winner of the contest. Center—Philip K. Horrigan,
winner. Bottom—Fr. Steiner congratulates Horrigan; Mr. Dunlap, Rielly, Roll, Centner, Blum,
Everett, Jones, Tepe, and Mr, Hurley nod approval.
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ECONOMICS
CLUB
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FTER a year of inactivity, the Commerce Club was reorganized by Mr.
A
William E, Chancellor, professor of ecoV

nomics, shortly after the Christmas holidays, and was rechristened the Economics
Club, John T, Schuh, commerce senior,
was appointed to the presidency, while
Eric J. Espel was given the position of
secretary, Mr, Chancellor and Rev. Laurence J, Lynch, S, J,, assistant dean, served as moderators.
Immediately after reorganization, the
officers and members of the club formulated a definite program for the remainder
of the school term. Meetings were held
every two weeks on Monday evening and
the matter for discussion at each meeting
was planned far in advance. At alternate
meetings, prominent speakers in the fields
of economics, sociology, and advertising
were introduced to the club and gave
very enlightening talks upon subjects in
their various fields. At the meetings at
which guests were not scheduled to speak,
several members of the club read short
papers upon predetermined subjects and
the matter was then thrown open to the
group for consideration. It was inevitable
that heated and spirited discussions would
follow. All members were eager to join in
the controversies; consequently, all were
able to derive the maximum benfit from
the meetings.
Among the prominent speakers for the
club were Rev, Michael I, English, S. J.,
sociologist and author of "Rebuilding the
Social Order," and Herman L. Klein,
President of the Cincinnati Industrial Advertisers Association.
The annual banquet was held May 15
in honor of Mr. Chancellor's fiftieth anniversary of his entry into the field of
professorship. The principal speaker was
Albert S. Dawson, former senator from
Iowa.
Top, first row—Schmidlin,
Schuster, Father
Lynch, S. J., Espel, Schuh, Mr, Chancellor. Second
row—Gaskill,
Beckert, Armstrong, Downey,
Rodenfels, Roach, Donlin. Third row—King, John
Sweeney, Jos. Sweeney, Nurre, Willenborg,
O'Brien, Thompson, Prior, Ernst, Efkeman, Kernen, Holley. Foxirth row—Groeber, Hengelbrok,
Seidenfaden, Blunt, Bodde, Ratterman, Patton,
Bernens, Nordmeyer. Center—John T. Schuh,
president. Bottom—Schuh
conducts a meeting
of the Economics Club,
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ALPHA SIGMA NU
the past year a local chapter of
D URING
ALPHA SIGMA NU, national honor
fraternity for students of Jesuit colleges
and universities, was founded at Xavier,
ALPHA SIGMA NU, the only honor fraternity for Catholic college men in the
United States, was established at Marquette University in February, 1925, A
national convention is held every two
years. The members, moreover, remain active in the fraternity after graduation.
Candidates for membership must be outstanding in scholarship, in loyalty and
service to the University. It replaces the
Pro Alma Matre Society, which has existed at Xavier since 1925,
The installation of charter and junior
members was held at the Alms Hotel in
conjunction with a banquet on Sunday,
April 30. The installing officers were:
Frank Hellrung, president of the St. Louis
University chapter, the Rev, Charles
O'Hara, S. J,, moderator of the same
chapter, Jules Brady, secretary, and
James Anderson, Two faculty members
initiated into the society were the Very
Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J., president of
Xavier University and the Rev, John J,
Benson, S. J., dean of the College of Liberal Arts, The five charter members are:
Paul J. Geers, president of the local chapter, Jack A. Jones, secretary, George A.
Martin, treasurer, Robert F. Groneman,
and William J. Rielly, Jr. The junior
members of the fraternity are: Paul C,
Beckman, Francis P, Burke, Albert W,
Efkeman, and Richard T, Schmidt,
Rev. John J. Benson, S. J., who was
instrumental in securing the local chapter, serves as faculty director.
In the future four members of the junior class will be admitted to the fraternity
each spring. Nominations for the society
will be made by the membership in conjunction with the faculty; but the final
choice will rest with the president of the
University,
Top—Groneman, Geers, Burke, Beckman, Rielly,
Schmidt, Martin, Efkeman, Jones. Center—J.
Paul Geers, president. Bottom—Geers explains
the purpose of Alpha Sigma Nu to the assembled
members.
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STUDENT
COUNCIL
is a republic. Its representative
X AVIER
government is the student body. Com-

««^

posed of duly elected representatives from
the four classes, the Council affords just
that amount of democracy necessary for
the proper promotion of student welfare.
It represents the student body in all contacts off-campus; it coordinates all the extra-curricular activities on-campus; and
most of all it is the voice of the student
body to inform the proper faculty authority the will of the students on matters administrative, extra-curricular, and scholastic.
The Student Council for the past year
has served Xavier well. Another extensive
intra-mural p r o g r a m was conducted
through its efforts. And the student lounge
which is promised for next fall must be
accredited largely to the support given it
by the Council. It was this group, in fact,
that initiated the drive which seems almost certain now to succeed.
In Paul Gallagher, the group had an
able leader. Senior representatives in addition to Gallagher included James Patton, William Rielly, William Walsh, and
Ralph Kohlhoff, class president. Melvin Tepe, Paul Beckman, Bernard Bauman, and
president Joseph Gladstone voiced the
opinions of the juniors. The sophomores
sent Irvin F, Beumer, Robert S, Koch and
William Knoefle, president, Thomas King
and Frank J. Gorman, president, represented the frosh.

Top—Ralph W. Kohlhoff, senior president, Joseph A. Gladstone, junior president, William P.
Knoepfle, sophomore president, and Frank J.
Gorman, freshman president.
Center—student
council president Paul Gallagher. Bottom—council
discusses the student lounge—Gorman, Koch,
King, Gladstone, Walsh, Carroll, Gallagher, Kohlhoff, Patton, Beckman, Bauman, Beumer, Knoepfle,
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SOCIAL

COMMITTEE

HE fifth year of service by the Social Committee is hisTtory.
It has been a year much the same as the four preceding. The committee performed its office efficiently but received little credit. There is a tendency among the
student body to regard lightly the importance of the Social
Committee, They seem to think that dances of Xavier calibre just happen. But to the members of the various subcommittees in charge of individual dances, the group is
regarded as it deserves. They realize its importance and
appreciate.
As coordinator of extra-curricular activities, the Social
Committee assisted in the arrangements for the Homecoming Dance,
the Mihtary Ball, the Junior Prom,
the Senior Breakfast, the Senior
f
•• • ^ ^ ^
Ball, and the Boat Ride, The suc^
--J^H
cess that each of them enjoyed is
traceable at least in part to the
efforts of this organization.
In addition the committee itself
sponsored one of its popular informal tea dances in the Student
Union, to which the students of
Mount St, Joseph College, and Our
Lady of Cincinnati College were
invited. The success of this attempt to acquaint students of the
Catholic Schools of Cincinnati
prompted the Committee to sponsor other "get togethers" in the following months. Thus the Student
Union Building was utilized for three such dances.
In recognition of his excellent work as chairman of the
1938 Junior Prom Committee, James J, Patton received
the presidency of the group. The remainder of the personnel included the four class presidents, Ralph W, Kohlhoff, Joseph A, Gladstone, William P, Knoepffe, and Frank
J, Gorman, and Mr, Charles F, Wheeler, English professor,
who served in his customary capacity of treasurer. Rev,
Edward Bracken, S. J,, served as faculty moderator.

Left—James J. Patton, president of committee.
Gladstone, Knoepfle, Gorman, class presidents.
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Right—Kohlhoff,

J U N I O R PROM

ITIHE 1939 Junior Promenade became a
pleasant reality on the evening of Febr u a r y 10 in the Florentine Room of Cincinnati's Hotel Gibson, The music was
"champagne music by Lawrence Welk,"
whose distinctive bubbling style is rapidly

gaining

favor

among

dance-loving

Americans, And the promenaders proved
to be typical, at least, on this point: Xavier left the pillar-lined hall with high
praise for Welk,
Queen of t h a t gala F e b r u a r y evening
was lovely Mary Louise Neiheisel, student
of Xavier's evening division. At midnight,
escorted by Ralph W. Kohlhoff, president
of the senior class, she received her royal
crown and bouquet on a shining marble
platform at the north end of the hall. Then
to the cadence of "Xavier for Aye," she
and her king led the seniors in their customary grand march. The rest of the evening was a delightful denoument.
The number of promenaders was estimated at between two hundred and two
hundred-fifty couples. But in a sense the
attendance

was

much

larger;

at

1:00

a, m,, the dance was broadcast via the air
waves of radio station WCKY,
The committtee in charge of the affair
was headed by Richard T, Schmidt, His
aides

included

Thomas

Hogan,

Melvin

Tepe, Joseph Sweeney, and Joseph Gladstone, junior class president.

Left page—Miss Mary Louise Neiheisel, Queen of
the 1939 Prom and her escort, Senior Class President Ralph G. Kohlhoff. Right, top—Committee
members Thomas P. Hogan, Joseph M. Sweeney,
Melvin J. Tepe, Joseph A. Gladstone. Center—
Richard T. Schmidt, chairman. Bottom—Dancers
sway to "Champagne Music."
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MASQUE
Those Xavier actors who rushed to the
news-stands on the day following their
annual production to see whether the
critics had made it brickbats or bouquets
found the following estimate of their work
awaiting them in the Cincinnati TimesStar:
"When the members of the Xavier University Masque Society chose Edward
Wooll's British law-court drama, Libel, for

SOCIETY
''Libel, except for its British atmosphere,
is like many other law-court dramas. It
has suspense, little action, and many longwinded speeches . . . To give tempo and
interest to such a work tested the dramatic talents of the Xavier actors and the
showmanship of their director, Louis Feldhaus. In both cases the Masque Society
came out on top.
"In difficult roles, Raymond Wilson and
Raymond Weigel did thoroughly creditable jobs. . . . The other members of the
cast, and in particular, Irvin Beumer, William Blum and Robert Cahill, gave adequate proof that the etiquette of the King's
Bench Court at the Royal Courts of Justice
did not frighten them, E. L. K,"
James Patton and Donald Middendorf
also served admirably on the battery of
attorneys; and Frank Hoenemeyer and
Robert Miller helped keep "order in the
court," William Everett, Carl Tillman,
Harry Washer, and Walter Deye were
star witnesses from the legal as well as
the theatrical viewpoint, James Centner
was unique as Numero Quinize. Completing
the cast were Frank Moore, Howard
Rothring, John Sweeney, and Eugene Watrin as interested spectators at the trial.
The following staffs helped make Libel go:

LOUIS FELDHAUS

Director
presentation, they gave themselves an assignment that was by no means easy.
"In Wilson Auditorium . . . Monday night
[May 1], the members of the dramatic
group proved to all concerned that they
are still maintaining a venerable tradition
of doing the best possible job under the
most difficult kind of circumstances.

PRODUCTION STAFF:
Art Director
William J, F. Roll, Jr,
Technical Director
Don D, Moore
Stage Crew—Joseph Sweeney, Eugene
Fornefeld, Paul Geers, William
Masterson, Jack Jones,
Prompters ..Robert Prior, Russell Clark
BUSINESS STAFF:
General Manager Albert W, Efkeman
Assistant
Robert L, Saxton
Secretary
William F, Stein
Program
Ralph W. Kohlhoff and
William M, Casello
Chief Usher
Robert P. Goesling

RIGHT PAGE: Upper left—"No, no, he is not Mark Loddon"; Left center—the principals rehearse;
Bottom left—costume tryout; Upper right—the business staff prepares for ticket distribution; Right
center—casting night in the Biology Building; Lower right—stage manager Moore focuses a spot.
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BUSINESS STAFF
rpHE All-PubKcation Business Staff is an
•^ organization new to Xavier this year.
It was formed in November by the director of publications. Rev, Urban H. Killacky, S. J. The group consists of an allpublication business head, the business
managers of the three Xavier publications
with their respective staffs, and a treasurer.
The purpose of the body is to coordinate
the business staffs of the Musketeer, the
Athenseum, and the Xavier University
News under one head, and thus increase
the efficiency of all three. It was expected
that such an arrangement would result in
increased revenue from advertising; also
it would keep each publication in its proper channel and avoid the conffict which results when two publications solicit the
same advertiser.
That the newly-formed staff has fulfilled all that was expected of it may be
seen clearly in the increased advertising
in both the Xavier University News and
this 1939 Musketeer.
Robert H, Fox served as first all-publication business head. The rest of the staff
included Robert W. Blum, business manager of the Athenseum; Joseph A, Gladstone, business manager of the Musketeer, and Edward Ryan, his assistant;
Roger J, McDermott and Robert S. Koch,
Xavier University News business managers; and Arnold Hallbach, treasurer.
Top—Robert W. Blum, Athenaeum business manager; Joseph A, Gladstone, Musketeer business
manager; Roger J. McDermott, News business
manager; Robert S. Koch, News business manager. Center—Robert
H. Fox, all-publication
business head. Bottom—The business staff sends
out statements—Father Breen, Hallbach, Gladstone, Ryan, Blum, Fox.
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MUSKETEER
•^RIMARILY as a tribute to the graduating class was this 1939 Musketeer assembled. And it was compiled for the first
time in the history of the University by
a staff composed solely of juniors. It remains with the reader to judge whether
they have achieved the purpose with which
they began—to portray in action the varied program of scholastic and extra-curricular life at Xavier, The novel idea of
picturing campus organizations in their
natural environment, at work or at play,
in meeting or before the public, has been
carried out in all possible cases.
The omission of class pictures was a
part of the program to keep the book
abreast of the trend in annuals. Other
omissions were thought advisable because
of a budget that limited this publication to
the organizations and activities which
functioned regularly and represented the
true spirit of Xavier.
To Elmer J. Gruber, a junior in the college of liberal arts, was given the assignment of editor. The business management
of the Musketeer was divided between
Joseph Gladstone and Edward M. Ryan,
and it was their efforts, coupled with those
of Robert H. Fox, all publication business
head, that made this book financially possible, John J. Bruder served as managing
editor, and Raymond J. Wilson, Jr., and
Frank L. Luken were associate editors.
Top—-The editorial staff selects pictures. Center
—Elmer J. Gruber, editor. Bottom—Luken, Bruder, Gruber, Wilson okay an engraving.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
In its twenty-sixth year, the Xavier University News continues that rich tradition
that has been the heritage of our campus
organ. With the smell of printer's ink in
their nostrils, fighting against deadline, inconveniences, and student apathy, the
members of Xavier's fourth estate faithfully "got the news" in typical Horace

John J. Bruder, William J. F. Roll, Jr.,
and Robert G. Kissel, served as editors,
Bruder the first quarter, Roll the second
and third, and Kissel the final quarter.
Louis B. Jurgens, James L, Centner, Lawrence Heim, and John E, Smith formed the
editorial staff. Reporters were Joseph Klingenberg, Frank Niesen, Quentin Holly, and
Walter Deye. Hal Ritzie headed the Sports
department, aided by Brian Flanagan, Robert Cahill, and Ed Willenborg.
Columnists who wrote for the Neivs included: James J, Patton conducted "Some
Like It Hot," a personal column; Raymond
J, Wilson edited "Thin
Slices;" Frank L, Luken
wrote "Current Commentary;" and Mart Ankenbruck acted as sports commentator in "Locker Roomours,"
Roger McDermott for the

J O H N J. BRUDER

Editor
Greeley style. For these
hard working chroniclers
of the moving scene at
Xavier, this is intended to
be a feeble tribute.

WILLIAM J. F . ROLL, J R ,

Editor

Editorials evidenced a
vigorous interest in campus
problems and issues, A
campaign for a student lounge was initiated and led to a successful conclusion by
the Staff of the Neivs. National and international issues came under the consideration of the wielders of the editorial pen.
Catholic Action, Pax Romana, the Spanish
issue, the European crisis were all discussed in the light of Scholastic philosophy.
For its ideals, the campus newspaper aims
at all-department coverage and expression
of student opinion. In fulfilling these two
objectives the Netvs fulfilled its destiny for
1938-39.

ROBERT G. KISSEL

Editor
first quarter and thereafter Robert S.
Koch headed the business department,
which, in cooperation with the all-publication business staff, handled circulation and
advertising. Assisting them was Jack
Schuh.
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The Staff was represented at the Jesuit
Catholic Newspaper Association convention
at Chicago, the Catholic Educational Press
Congress in Milwaukee, and the Associated Collegiate Press convention held in Cincinnati.
Special editions included the Military
Ball edition with its colored plate background on page one, the Prom edition and
the Homecoming edition.
A tabloid-size roto section furnished by
Collegiate Digest formed a weekly supple-

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS

ment to the News. Nationally issued, it included a photo of Honorary Cadet Lieuten-

. MASQUtiOCiETY VENTURE
'ROBABLE CAST SELECTED

ant Colonel Frances Jane Harper in one of
its issues.
Others have laid the groundwork in developing the News from a slick bi-weekly
to a tabloid weekly, from four pages to six
and eight pages. The Staff this year has
continued the tradition of progress. The
further development both in content and
size will be evidence to all the journalists
whose names have been on the masthead in
the past that Xavier is still growing.
A typical Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon, as depicted by the pictures on this
page, shows that the Staff of the News
takes a definite pride in its work and endeavors to put forth its best efforts on behalf of Xavier.

Top—News sanctum on Tuesday afternoon. Center—The finished product. Bottom—Making-up—
Kissel, compositor Puterbaugh, Roll, Centner,
Jurgens, Deye,
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ATHENAEUM

7*?;^.;

ir PPEARING in enlarged and revised form
• ^ ^ and with a new editorial policy, the
Athenaeum, student literary quarterly,
enjoyed a very successful year. As a medium for original literary expression it
fulfilled the cardinal aspiration of many
budding authors—that of seeing their
work in print. The many excellent poems,
short-stories, essays, and dramas gave
ample evidence of the literary talent present among Xavier men.
The Athenaeum, was published by the
upper-classmen of the University, and for
the first time in several years under the
editorial direction of a student staff. Robert F. Groneman held the position of
editor while Donald G. Middendorf served as managing editor. The staff was chosen from the various departments of the
University. Associate editors were Richard L, Dooley, Robert H. Fox, Paul J.
Geers, James J. Patton, William J. Rielly,
Jerome G. Graham, Edward A. Foy, and
Margaret Beckmeyer. Jack A. Jones was
circulation manager and Robert W, Blum
business manager.
To Rev. Urban H. Killacky, S, J,, director of publications, goes much credit for
the introduction of the new policy under
which the Athenaeum

operates.

Top—The editors prepare copy for an issue—
Fox, Groneman, Middendorf, Geers, Graham,
Jones, Dooley, Blum. Cewier—Robert F. Groneman, editor. Bottom—The staff leaves for the
printer's.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE ENGLISH CONTEST
SEVERE test of the ability of the CathA
olic college student's ability to think
and write clearly, coherently and in accordance with the type of philosophy and
Catholicity taught him in the classroom is
the Intercollegiate English Contest, Held
annually among the ten Jesuit colleges and
universities in the Chicago and Missouri
provinces of the Society of Jesus, affords
an ideal proving ground for the effectiveness of Jesuit Education on the individual
student.
The rules of the contest provide that
each contestant submit an essay of three
thousand words on a selected topic which
has some relation to Catholic thought in
the world today. Three papers are selected by judges in each of the ten schools,
and forwarded to the bi-province contest
judges. The judges name the ten best papers in their order of rank.

JEROME G, GRAHAM
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This year Jerome G. Graham, an arts
junior, was the only Xavier competitor to
place in the contest. He was awarded
tenth place in the final standing, Xavier
was given one point in the intercollegiate
standing.
The topic of the essay this year was
"John Henry Newman," Contestants were
permitted to develop this topic in any way
they desired. Graham chose to write his
paper on "Newman the Educator." He will
be awarded the Alumnae English Medal
at the graduation exercises in addition to
a cash remuneration.
Taking part in the contest in addition
to Xavier were, the University of Detroit,
John Carroll University, Loyola of Chicago, Creighton University, Marquette
University, St, Louis University, Regis
College, Rockhurst College, and St. John's
College, Belize, British Honduras.
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ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Clem Crowe, Athletic Director and Head
Coach, is at the end of his seventh year
at Xavier and his fourth as chief guiding
hand of Musketeer athletic destinies. In
the four years since the season of 1935
when he took over the head coaching duties his football teams have won twentyone games, lost twelve, and tied one. His
basket teams have won forty-eight games
and lost twenty-eight. This record, including victories over strong Midwestern
teams and many intersectional triumphs,
as well as the thorough knowledge of athletics displayed by his teams have won
him and Xavier a national reputation.
Crowe's background in collegiate athletics
is an illustrious one. He was a threeletter man in both football and basketball
at his Alma Mater, University of Notre
Dame. He was twice Ail-American in
football and once in basketball and was
captain of the famous Irish team of 1925,
One of the "Seven Mules" on the 1924
team, he helped pave the way for the exploits of the "Four Horsemen," Rockne
called him "the fastest end I have ever
coached."

improved but the minor sports program
has also improved. Baseball was revived
in the spring of 1938 and this year the
first intercollegiate schedule was played.
Golf has been a competitive sport at Xavier
for the past two years and this year Boxing was installed as an intercollegiate
sport.
Clem, in addition to his qualities as a director of athletic destinies, has also an
engaging personality and a quick dry wit
which enables him to represent University
Athletics to the public at large in a most
attractive manner. He is in constant demand as an after-dinner speaker, and this
fact has enabled him to further the cause
of Musketeer Athletics to a large portion
of the general public.

CLEM F , CROWE

Sports writers unanimously testify to
Crowe's astute knowledge of the games
he teaches. After the gridiron victory
over Dayton University last fall, headlines
blared forth "Crowe's Strategy Defeats
Flyers,"
Crowe's specialty in the past has been
strong lines, well grounded in blocking
and tackling and featuring sparkling defense work. This year he demonstrated
that he can produce the type of team which
keeps the fans on their feet with long
runs and bullet-like passes.
Since Clem has taken over head coaching
duties not only have intramural athletics

..-^'
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KENNETH P , JORDAN,

Freshman Coach

"Kenny" Jordan, who was in the Musketeer limelight
during 1933 and 1934, is the freshman mentor in both
football and basketball, Jordan was graduated from
Xavier in '34 and returned in 1937 as an instructor in
accounting. Besides making an outstanding record in
both football and basketball, Jordan was a campus
leader for four years, and made an excellent scholastic
record. His best athletic work was done on the basketball floor where he earned his reputation as the best
"bunny shot" artist in Musketeer history. He cocaptained the 1933-34 quintet. On the football field he
was a powerful ball carrier and passed with great
accuracy.
His freshman teams will furnish several regulars to
the varsity in both sports in which he coaches. He
accomplished the difficult feat of instilling the spirit
of fight into the "chopping-blocks,"

A S S I S T A N T COACHES

LEO P . SACK,

BacJcfield Coach

Lee Sack this year returned to the Xavier fold after
an absence of a year. He became backfield coach in
1936 and left at the end of the season to enter business. This season he succeeded Bob Wilke, Lee was
one of Xavier's all-time athletic standouts, making
three letters in both basketball and football during his
undergraduate days. As a regular quarterback for
three seasons he was the most dangerous broken field
runner on the team. He starred in Xavier's surprise
victory over Indiana in 1933 and in his last year
brought his intercollegiate career to a close with an
outstanding performance, returning punts for touchdowns on four different occasions.
His work with the backfield on this year's varsity, had
its reward in the sparkling performances turned in
by the "nine first string backs" of this year's Musketeer squad.

'h
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DR, WESLEY M, FURSTE

TONY COMELLO

MEDICAL STAFF
The Medical Staff is part of Musketeer traditions. Both Dr. Wesley M. Furste, team
physician, and Tony Comello, trainer, have handled the bruises and sprains of hundreds of Varsity athletes and have endeared themselves to these athletes both by reason of their personalities and by their connection with many happy memories of school
days.
Dr, Furste has for fourteen years been a friend and staunch supporter of Xavier athletics. Through his wise and efficient methods, training was conducted with the minimum
of injuries and players were checked constantly for physical condition.
When it comes to taping and bandaging, there is no one more qualified and eager to be
of service than the genial Tony Comello, The Musketeers' tape-tossing trainer was popular with every player on the grid and court squads, keeping all in high spirits by his
amusing stories and ready flow of conversation.
Both Dr. Furste and Comello have been connected with the Blue and White coaching
staffs. The Doctor was golf and tennis mentor a few years ago, Tony now guides the
baseball team and at present is an invaluable aid to Coach Crow^e in the board of
strategy meetings, reporting on the physical and mental shape of the Blue and White
football horde.
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FOOT
CO-CAPTAIN AL HOWE

Legion of Honor

First row—Weiler, Lucas, P. Sheetz, Bergameyer,
Hogan, Duda, Litzinger, Howe. Second row—
Shirey, Tobe, Harpring, Carroll, Thompson, Rees.
Third row—Kopp, Sheetz, John Sweeney, Hanser, Lee Sack, assistant coach, Clem Crowe, head
coach.
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BALL
CO-CAPTAIN AL SCHMERGE

First
row—Schmerge,
Kluska,
Craffey, Boehm, Neary, Nickel,
Heekin, Walsh. Second row—Slattery, Robers, Schwetschenau, Keller, Elsbrock, Daley. Third row—
Kenney Jordan, assistant coach,
Jos. Sweeney, Russell, Knoepfle,
Hacker.
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FOOTBALL
The 1938 edition
of the Musketeers,
under the direction
of Coaches Crowe,
Sack and Jordan,
emerged from their
season with a record of seven victories and two defeats.
This was the best
record the Musketeers have compiled
DoN CARROLL, Tackle
since the 1927 season when they won eight, lost one, and tied
one. All seven of the Musketeer victories
were consecutive coming after two heart
breaking defeats to the University of South
Carolina and Ohio University at the beginning of the season.
Opening with the toughest first opponent
in Musketeer history, the Gamecocks of
South Carolina, the Musketeer spirits were
inflamed by the fine showing made until the
last quarter. The Musketeers were superior
to the Gamecocks in all departments except
punting and it was this deficiency which cost
the Musketeers the
game, A poor punt
from the goal line
was followed by a
penalty a n d t h e
Gamecocks r o l l e d
over with the only
touchdown of the
game. The Gamecocks went back to
Columbia, S, C, with
the score at 6-0.
The next game
was equally thrilling, Nick Weiler acquired state wide
fame by ripping off
a touchdown run of
AL HOWE, Tackle
52 yards and anothLegion of Honor
er of 45 yards which
paved the way for Xavier's second touchdown. The Bobcats were not to be outdone,
however, and came back with a driving passing and running attack in which Janiak, Ohio
fullback, piled up 118 yards in the second
half. The spree was good for two touchdowns
and, as the Bobcats made good both converTop—Nickel picks up nine yards against Transy;
middle—the Musketeers take the field; bottom—
Weiler skirts Transy's right end for twenty-six
yards.
106

sion attempts to the Musketeers' one, the
palm was to the Bobcats, 14-12.
But t h a t was the last time the Crowecoached Xavier team saw defeat during the
1938 season. Traveling to Akron for a game
with Akron U, the Blue and White piled up
the impressive score of 38-0 in a game in
which every member of the squad saw action.
All the weaknesses of the previous games
had been rectified. Long passes, one of 64
yards gain, long
AL SCHMERGE, Guard
runs, including a 69
yard touchdown r u n
by Whitey Walsh,
and brilliant defensive work spelled an
impressive victory
over Coach Jimmy
Aiken's highly touted team.
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Traditional chopping block for Xavier teams the Transylvania team this
year lived up to expectations and fell
to the Crowemen,
52-6. Their
one
i'A:4J:li^*i *w.A^kX;MS^&^#^lis
touchdown came as
a result of a 55 yard
run through the Xavier third team. Every
man on the squad was used by assistant
Coach Lee Sack who was in charge while
Crowe was on a scouting tour.
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The next victory in the series was one long
desired by Xavier fans. It was the first in the
long series of games played with the Wildcats
of the University of Kentucky, Kentucky
went into a seven point lead in the first quart e r but the Muskies came back in the second
quarter to score 19 points on touchdowns by
A r t Sheetz, Nick Weiler and Gene Keller,
the last being a "circus catch" in the end
zone. The MuskeBILL WALSH, Halfback
teers added another
in the third period
and did not allow
the W i l d c a t s to
score. The homecoming game ended
in Xaxier's favor
26-7,
Top—Kluska receives a
pass from Weiler;
middle — Kentucky
cheering section in
a c t i o n ; bottom^—
CraflPey kicks out of
bounds.
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The year's most
unusual play came
in the Dads' Day
game against Providence College. Center John Barnini
had been expelled
from the game and
was sitting dejectedly on the bench.
On the next play
the friars passed
and the ball was inROY NEARY, Halfback
tercepted by Hogan
on the one yard line. He was dashing down
the field with a wall of ten men protecting
him. Suddenly Barnini leaped from the
bench and tackled Hogan on the Xavier 46
yard line. Xavier was awarded a touchdown
on the play and went on to win the game
by a score of 33-7.
A fifteen yard touchdown run by Russ
Nickel and a spectacular pass to Gene Keller was enough to spell victory for the Musketeers over the Dayton University Flyers. The
game was the most hard fought of the year,
with both lines charging hard and backs finding it diflficult to break away; and it was
Crowe's superior strategy which enabled his
charges to win.
The sixth win in
the series c a m e
against the Yellow
Jackets of Baldwin
Wallace. Two touchdowns, one by Nickel and one by W^alsh,
were the margin of
victory in a game
played under very
sloppy conditions.
The Yellow Jackets
threw 32 passes in
a desperate attempt
to score but close
defense prevented
long gains and Xavier won 12-0.

r M%

HERB

HEEKIN,

Back

Clem's record of never having lost a
Thanksgiving day game was kept clean as
his Musketeers defeated the Toledo RockM

% W""" ' ~'Ts:S

Top—Art Sheetz comes in contact with Toledo and
the snow; middle—"As thousands cheer"; bottom
—Watts of Baldwin-Wallace receives a pass from
Arnold.
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ets, 13-0, on a cold bitter day. John Lucas
broke through the Rocket line, blocked a
punt, then pounced on the ball in the end
zone for the flrst touchdown and in the second half Nickel plunged over from the 16
yard line.
Only the pictures of the 1939 graduates
appear individually in this section because
the Musketeer this year is dedicated to the
seniors. Those who have fought under the
Blue and White banner for three seasons are:
Don Carroll, Al
DICK ROBERS, Tackle
Howe, and Dick
Robers, tackles; Al
Schmerge, guard;
Roy Neary, Herb
Heekin, Gene Keller and Bfll Walsh,
backs.
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THE SEASON'S RECORD
Xavier

0

South Carolina

Xavier

12

Ohio University

Xavier
Xavier

38
52

Akron
Transylvania

0
6

Xavier

28

Kentucky

7

Xavier

33

Providence

7

Xavier

13

Dayton

7

Xavier

12

Baldwin-Wallace

0

Xavier

13

Toledo

0

GENE KELLER,

6
14

lAffi

Halfback

4SS^

Al/

Top—B 0 e h m against
Toledo;
middle—reserve strength; bottom—Centner talks it
over with "Hooks,"
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BASKETBALL
With five regulars from last year as
well as a wealth of promising material
reporting to Coach Crowe, the Musketeers
began preparations for the toughest schedule in recent Xavier basketball history.
Captain Don Carroll, Al Howe, Roy Neary,
Pat Donovan, and Al Geselbracht were, of
course, the center of the 1938-39 team,
since they were all in the first five of the
preceding season; but Crowe assisted by
Kenny Jordan, Assistant Coach, immediately began concentrating on developing
reserves for the current schedule and regulars to take the place of the four seniors
who will graduate in June. Paul Beckman,
Ed Kluska, Nick Weiler, Boze Litzinger,
and John Sweeney began to develop rapidly, and it was weU that they did so because Roy Neary broke his hand just before the start of the season and the stiff
trio of opening games tired several of
the regulars.
The schedule was the toughest in many
years, containing such teams as Wisconsin, Washington and Lee, DePaul, Indiana,
Detroit, Toledo, Kentucky, and Miami as
well as several other teams of less national
importance. Several opponents from the
old Buckeye Conference were scheduled
with a view of opening athletic relations
with those schools a year before our official entrance into the Conference, Xavier's
fine showing against these Ohio schools
was made somewhat ironical by the fact
of the collapse of the Conference. The
schedule contained 20 games, eight of them
with Ohio teams, Xavier won thirteen and
lost six, with not a single defeat to an
Ohio team to mar the record. Xavier
claimed and was accorded by state sports
authorities a share of the mythical state
championship. The defeats suffered were
at the hands of Wisconsin, Washington
and Lee, De Paul, Indiana, and Kentucky.

i!P?*

Top)—Carroll shoots a long one; middle—Captain
Don Carroll; bottom—tangle under the basket.
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The Wisconsin loss was by a narrow margin of one point and the others ranged
from five to nine points.
Pat Donovan, a fast moving guard and
spark-plug of the quintet, came out as high
scorer of the season, scoring 73 field goals
and 31 free throws to bring his total to
177 points. Following him, twenty points
behind, was Captain Don Carroll with 157
and close behind was Roy Neary with 155,
Al Howe, hard playing guard and mainstay of the defense, maintained his three
year average of fifty points a year by topping his last year's record of 52, He was
high scorer against Miami, equalling his
previous record of being high scorer in
one game a year, Al's defense work has
made him a favorite of Xavier fans but
Crowe's style of play does not give him
many chances at the hoop and consequently his friends take great pleasure in following his record on the offense.
Both the most-used reserves, Nick Weiler and Pius Litzinger made fine records
for themselves by tallying over fifty points
each on the season. Both of them and Ed
Kluska, who did fine defense work in the
eight games he played, and John Sweeney
will no doubt find places on the Varsity
waiting for them when they return to the
wars next season.
The Freshman team, playing in an AAU
league under the title of Pressler's Insurance, were very successful, finishing second in the regular league schedule and
winning the tournament pennant play-off.
The team was coached by Kenny Jordan
and will give at least one regular to the
Varsity next December.
The Xavier ROTC Band played for
nearly all the home contests and an amplifier system was installed for the purpose

Top—Indiana moves up the
floor;
middlePat Donovan and Roy Neary; 6o«om—Carroll
tries a fancy one.
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of announcing substitutes and other information on the game, Jim Nolan, former
graduate X-Club president, was at the
"mike" as he also was during the football
season.
During the season Xavier opened athletic relations with three new teams:
Western State Teachers of Kalamazoo,
Michigan; St, Joseph's College of CoUegeville, Indiana; and Miami University at
Oxford, St, Joseph will be seen next year
on the Musketeer football schedule.
The most disheartening feature of the
season was the complete failure to follow
up last year's defeat of Kentucky. The
Wildcats conquered the Crowemen twice,
both by nine points. Xavier will have another chance next year, however, to narrow the ever widening gap between wins
and losses in the Wildcat series.
Perhaps the most thrilling game on the
record was the one-point defeat to the
University of Wisconsin in the early part
of the season. Kentucky Wesleyan had
proved easy, and Western State Teachers
had not fulfilled early season predictions.
The Wisconsin game was to be the first
real test of the Musketeer strength. Xavier
scored two quick fielders to lead 4-0 in the
first few minutes and were never headed
during the first half, although Wisconsin
tied it up in the closing minutes of play.
Howe threw in a foul shot in the last 10
seconds to put Xavier in the lead 17-16
when the gun sounded. Wisconsin came
back in the second half to go into an early
lead by virtue of two free throws and a
bunnie, although the Blue managed to tie
it up with two minutes to go, Wisconsin
took the lead on foul shots and even a last
minute rally failed to get the necessary
points. Xavier lost, 27-26. Wisconsin made
only two baskets during the entire second
half, garnering seven points on foul shots.
Close guarding featured the Xavier game
and was responsible for the large number
of fouls called on them.

Top—^Geselbracbt lifts one in; middle—Ed Kluska, Paul Beckman, Nick Weiler, and John
Sweeney; bottom—Iowa scores.
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The other contest with a Western Conference team was not as close. The Hoosiers of Indiana who had won 11 out of
12 games before visiting the fieldhouse
floor, were invincible and piled up a commanding lead of nine points before the
game was five minutes old. The Hoosiers
used a fast breaking offense and were
expert shots, missing very few of their
early attempts. The Musketeers managed
to shorten the lead to five points but Indiana called time out, rallied, and pushed
the lead up to twelve points by the end
of the half. Although the Musketeers
fought gamely all through the second half,
they could not do anything against a fresh
Indiana second team and the final score
was 48-39.
THE SEASON'S RECORD
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier

49
51
26
38
27
41
41
30
45
48
52
39
39
31
47
39
43
23
37
46

Kentucky Wesleyan
Western Mich. Teachers
Wisconsin
Washington and Lee
Miami
St. Joseph's (Ind.)
Ohio U.
DePaul
St, Joseph's
Detroit
Alumni
Miami
Indiana
Kentucky
Ohio U.
Ohio Wesleyan
Ohio Wesleyan
Kentucky
Detroit
Toledo

31
37
27
48
22
36
30
38
33
33
29
22
48
41
46
36
30
43
41
42

Top—"Out of bounds." Cenfer—Geselbracht, Litzinger, Howe. .Soitom—Geselbracht blocks Indiana's attempt to score.
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BASEBALL
LAYING the first intercollegiate schedule
in seven years, baseball appeared on the
roster of Xavier Athletics this season under the managership of Tony Comello,
trainer of Musketeer football teams, director of intramural athletics, and a highly successful manager of amateur and
semi-pro baseball teams in Cincinnati for
many years.

P
1i^

The team was yet untried at press time
but Coach Comello had lined up a team
with several key veterans of last year's
squad which played against amateur and
professional teams in the vicinity. The
schedule was a tough one against many
schools of the old Buckeye Conference and
the University of Kentucky, traditional
rival of the Musketeers in all sports. The
pitching staff headed by Dick Robers and
Joe Gladstone was considered by Comello to be in good form for the season's
opener, Boze Litzinger was to receive the
chief assignments behind the plate. Rain
considerably hampered training but the
Blue were considered to have rounded into form.
The schedule
April 15 Xavier vs. Dayton a t Dayton
April 25 Xavier vs. Ohio U. at Xavier

'^i%mmM:f

May

3 Xavier vs. Kentucky a t Xavier

May

5 Xavier vs. Miami at Oxford

May

13 Xavier vs, Marshall at Huntington

May

16 Xavier vs, Kentucky at Lexington

May

19 Xavier vs. Marshall at Xavier

May 22 Xavier vs, Ohio U. a t Athens
May 24 Xavier vs, Miami at Xavier
May

Kifc

30 Xavier vs. Dayton at Xavier

Top—Kentucky catcher is out at first. Center,
first row—Shay, Schmitt, Blunt, Klingenberg,
Kluska, Schuster, Hacker, Weiler; second row—
Neary, Carroll, Gladstone, Russ, Robers, Litzinger, Blum. Bottom—Robers flies to right.
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GOLF
?C FTER a successful season last year the
•^^ Xavier Golf team was again organized this year under the direction of Ed Brophy, professional at the Western Hills
Country Club, the home lot of the Xavier
niblickers. Having lost last year's Captain
Vince Beckman through graduation and
Herman Elsaesser to the Jesuit novitiate
at Milford, the Musketeers were forced to
face the problem of replacing them when
they were struck another blow by circumstances when one of the veterans was declared ineligible. The team was then composed of men untried in Varsity competition and, although no matches had been
played at press time, preliminary practice sessions indicated that team would
present a creditable showing.
The first team as selected by Brophy
was composed of Paul Beckman and Stan
Flick, juniors; Bob Meister, a senior; Walter Deye, and Bob Grener, freshmen. Under this lineup the team will lose but one
man and will perhaps regain the services
of the one lost this year and become one
of the best golf teams at Xavier in many
years. A year of competitive practice may
sharpen up the game of those younger
players who are participating in intercollegiate competition for the first time
this season.
The schedule includes home and home
games with the University of Kentucky,
Dayton University and several other
teams in Ohio.

Top—"Down the fairway." Ceit^er—Beckman,
Deye, Meister, Flick swing in unison. Bottom—
Beckman tees oft".
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BOXING
T^EVIVED as an intercollegiate sport after
•'•^ a lapse of eight years, the world's oldest sport became popular at Xavier again
this year. Only two matches were carded
for the first year of competition by Athletic Director Clem F, Crowe, both with
the University of Kentucky. The veteran
Wildcats won the first match, staged in
Lexington just before the Christmas holidays, but Coach Joe Fillipone was satisfied with the showing of his charges as
Jim Rees secured a draw from his opponent and Gene Keller scored a decisive victory over his man.
The return match was held in the fieldhouse in late January and the Musketeer
glove-slingers were able to secure a decisive revenge by the score of 5-3, A large
crowd was in attendance and the Musketeer fighters were inspired by their cheers
to victory. Herb Heekin won a decision
over his opponent by shooting right hooks
into his face time after time in the three
round bout. Gene Keller, fighting at catchweights, gave away fifteen pounds but
banged out a close victory over his heavier opponent. The last bout of the card
was the slugfest in which big Jim Rees
came out a clear victor in the judges' verdict. Both men slugged away with such
power that neither had any strength left
for the last round. Lefty Farrell, fighting
in the welterweight class, scored a technical knockout in one round and the Musketeers gained one match on forfeit for
their total of five. John Aylward was decisioned by one of the Kentucky mitmen
and Xavier forfeited one match for Xavier's only losses.
Top—Espel, Rees, Keller, Heekin, Connelly, Farrell, Aylward, Beckert.
Bottom—Heavyweight
champion Jim Rees.
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VARSITY "X" CLUB
HE Varsity "X" Club has completed
Tanother
successful and active year. It
has stimulated and fostered a love and appreciation of sportsmanship and fellowship; it has preserved the close contact
and community of interests which are the
results of athletic competition; in fine, it
has fulfilled the purpose for which it was
created.
The club is composed solely of students
who have won a monogram for participation in some intercollegiate sport. Because
of this limitation, the roster as usual was
held down to some twenty members.
This year's neophytes, also according to
custom, were subjected to a very trying
week of initiation. During these four days,
known as Neophyte Week, the prospective
candidates suffered a strenuous ordeal
which received city-wide attention.
The "X" Club is unique in that its members do not break bonds by graduation.
The lettermen automatically become members of the Graduate "X" Association and
continue their active interest in Xavier
by furthering its athletic fortunes. They
were inducted this year as usual at the
Fenwick Club, where the alumni club
holds its meetings.
President of the club for this year was
Roy Neary, He also served on the committee for the Homecoming Dance which is
annually sponsored by the club.

Top—Informal "X" Club meeting—Walsh entertains Gallagher, Schmitt, Slattery, Craffey, Lucas, and Bergameyer, seated, and Harpring and
Rees, standing. Center—Roy Neary, president.
Bottom—Howe, Keller, Boehm, Neary, Walsh,
Weiler, Carroll, Donovan, P, Sheetz, Schmerge,
Schwetschenau.
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CHEER-LEADERS
AND M A N A G E R S
Fidelity and service characterized the
work of the Varsity managers in the discharge of the various duties necessary to
the success of the football and basketball
campaigns. The efficiency with which they
handled their positions is best manifested
in the neat appearance of the Musketeer
teams in action. The service they rendered
during the practice sessions and the actual
contests desires not only the gratitude of
the coaches and players but also of the
entire student body. The number of road
trips made by the various teams during
the past seasons has made necessary
prompt and sure handling of the innumerable details contingent to moving a halfhundred over many hundred miles. The
Athletic Department has been fortunate
in having the services of two senior managers for the past four years. Paul Gallagher and Tom Schmitt have consistently
displayed the loyalty of true Xavier men
in the execution of their many duties.

t^^m^

PAUL
GALLAGHER,

Manager

The most colorful added attraction at
any football is the corps of cheerleaders
who, by their antics and exhortations,
whip the spectators into the degree of
enthusiasm most beneficial to the team
and most enjoyable to the fans. Their
work is often unrewarded but the cheerleading squad at Xavier has never stinted.
This year. Cheer-leader Captain Joe Blunt
trained his crew of rookies into one of
the best squads the Musketeers have had
in years, adding new cheers and new antics to the repertoire. Irv Saunders, a
freshman, was a favorite with the fans
for his tumbling acts while Lou Jergens,
and Jim Centner assisted Blunt in the intricate patterns of their formations.

TOM
SCHMITT,

Manager

>S
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Top—Cheer-leaders take the air;
ens, Centner, Blunt, Saunders,

bottom—Jurg-
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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O those whose efforts in behalf of this volume have as yet gone unrecognized, a word
of deepest gratitude is due. The capable
assistance of Mr. Edward P. VonderHaar, Director of Publicity, is most worthy of mention.
Mr. Paul Meiners, of the Quality Engraving
Co., Mr. Charles Walker, of the Brown Publishing Co., Young and Carl Studios, and a number
of students who contributed their efforts and
advice to this edition of the Musketeer—all
these deserve and receive our sincere thanks.
And the efforts of our moderator, Rev. Urban
H. Killacky, S. J., should by no means go unmentioned in our attempt at appreciation. For his
cooperation we are sincerely grateful.

BENEFACTORS

T

HE business men of Greater Cincinnati, the Alumni, and other individuals or organizations, who in
the face of great difficulty and sacrifice
have assisted in making this edition of
the Musketeer possible, deserve our
deepest gratitude. To them, therefore,
we dedicate the following section of
the 1939 Musketeer.
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Mt. Notre Dame Academy
Reading, Ohio

-of Established Reputation.
-with Graduates of
seventy-eight years,
-holding assured position in society, in
the professions, in
the world of business—

INVITES YOUR PATRONAGE
VAlley 0254
Call ihe Principal
4.-

li
you would measure the value of Telephone Service, try to imagine this—
or any other community—without it,
even for a few days.

The Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company
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OUR LADY OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE
EDGECLIFF
Standard Four-Year College For Women Conducted by the Religious Sisters of Mercy
of the Province of Cincinnati
WOodburn 3770
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T h e J . H. F i e l m a n
D a i r y Co.

G R E I W E , INC.
Telephone, AVon 2461
2426-2432 Reading Road
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Agent

HOBART
MEAT SLICERS
COFFEE MILLS
MIXERS
MEAT CHOPPERS, POTATO P E E L E R S
DAYTON COMPUTING
29 East Court Street
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ST. ANTHONY MESSENGER
The Popular Catholic Monthly
Published by the FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Contains 64 pages of interesting and instructive
reading matter. Illustrated stories and articles written by well known writers—snappy, up-to-the-minute
articles on current topics of the day. Items of interest to keep you posted concerning important
Catholic happenings, also articles distinctly Franciscan—of interest to members of the Third Order of
St. Francis and to devotees of St. Anthony.

HERMAN J. RUFF
District Sales
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SUBSCRIPTION: $3.00 PER YEAR
Send for Sample Copy
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Cincinnati, Ohio 1
I
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ST. ANTHONY MESSENGER
1615 Republic Street

Cincinnati, Ohio
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COLLEGE OF MOUNT ST. JOSEPH-ON-THE-OHIO
A Fully Accredited Arts College For Women
Conducted by the Sisters
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of Charity.

For information,

address THE DEAN, Motmt St. Joseph, Ohio.
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Engravings for
Musketeer, 1939

The Quality Engraving & Electrotype Co.
4 3 6 Commercial Square

Cincinnati, Ohio
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We Wish to ThanJc

The Xavierites
For Their Patronage

FECK

OIL
1700

CORPORATION
DANA AVENUE

GASOLENES, OILS, AND LUBRICANTS
Wholesale and Retail
4.:,,

WHITE VILLA FAMOUS FOODS
from

Sunshine

Farms

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, Inc.

UNIFORMS
CAPS

EQUIPMENT

BAND

• R. O . T . C .

• HIGH QUALITY ALL-WOOL MATERIALS
• INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED TO MEASURE
• GUARANTEED TO F I T

THE FECHHEIMER BROS. CO.
4TH & PIKE STS.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

+...
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Becker Brothers Company

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MEATS

203 WEST SIXTH STREET

CHERRY 5011
.,,4.
.«-4.

THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
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Art in Portraiture Photographs that please
At prices that attract

YOUNG & CARL
Exclusive Makers of

TIFFANYTONE

Seventh and Vine Sts.
*

PORTRAITS

Cincinnati, Ohio

•
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" The downtown

Residence

young

men

of

Catholic

95

225 Private Rooms, Rates $4.50 to $6.50 per v^eek
Cafeteria serving three meals daily
Complete programs of Social, Cultural,
Athletic, and Religious Activities.

THE FENWICK
Three athletic divisions . . . Special Summer Activities . . .
Sun Bathing . . . Sv^imming . . . Tennis . . . Inside Golf Range
Soft Ball League . . . Track . . . Boxing.
For complete information and literature write to

THE FENWICK
435 Commercial Square

CHerry 1960

RIGHT REV. MONSIGNOR R. MARCELLUS WAGNER, General
JOSEPH LINK, JR., Director of Activities
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VESTER DRUG CO.
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PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
Established 89 Years
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PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
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Food at Moderate
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Sixth Street & Sycamore
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838 West Eighth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio I
Purity and Accuracy of our
|
Prescriptions Guaranteed
f
Phone CHerry 4195 for Quick Delivery
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OHIO PHARMACY
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Plumbing

Hardware Co. |

Supplies—Electric

1012-1020 Freeman Ave.

Fitments

I
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DAN COHEN CO.
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"Shoes for all the Family"
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Distributors

of "CONN" Band Instruments,

I
See us for your musical needs.
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THE FERD WAGNER CO.
I
1 432 Main St.
Phone, MAin 6575 !
4.
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THE H. NIEMAN CO.
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When Speed Counts, Phone Us
BLUE PRINTS
PHOTOSTATS
Messenger Service in City and Suburbs.

i
i
f
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,11,

528 ELM STREET
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FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
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CHerry 3011
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Proprietor
]
Specialty
f
4366
1
Cincinnati, Ohic 1
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PHILIP GIRSHON,
Laceless Balls Our
Phone, CHerry
1810 Freeman Avenue
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Football Pants, Helmets, Shoulder Pads,
Hip Pads, All Makes of Shoes

1
]
I
I
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210-14 East Ninth Street
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j The Home Steam Linen Supply Co. s
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Southeast Corner Fifth and Broadway
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XAVIER

UNIVERSITY
Downtown College
It's Convenient

It's Downtown

SUMMER SESSION
The Summer Session of Xavier University's Downtown College covers
a period of six weeks beginning June 19 and ending July 29. Classes are
held each morning. The courses to be offered during the 1939 session are:
Accounting: Introductory

German: Civilization

Adolescent Psychology

Labor Ethics and Encyclicals

Contemporary History

Latin: Latin Fathers

Current Economic Problems

Modern French Prose

English: Milton and His Age.
Browning

Money and Banking

EVENING DIVISION
Fall, Winter and Spring Session
This department of the University offers courses for the fulfillment of
degree requirements; for pre-legal requirements; for cultural advancement and enjoyment; for diploma and certificate requirements in Accounting and Business Administration; for Secretarial Practice; for
general business knowledge and for aid in particular work in which one
is employed; for preparation for the C. P. A. examination.
All classes at Xavier's Downtown College are open
to Men and Women Students of any denomination.

Descriptive Catalog On Request

Xavier University Downtown College
EVENING DIVISION—SUMMER SESSION

520 Sycamore Street
JOHN C. MALLOY, S. J., A. M., DEAN
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PArkway 3848
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Xavier University

THE

Alumni Association
"A sustaining force for Alma Mater
since 1888"

SIGN

Congratulations to the Class of
1939. Commencement is the beginning of a newer and higher relationship with your University. Your
debt to Alma Mater for the priceless
heritage that is yours can best be
paid through loyalty to that grand
fraternity of Xavier men, your
Alumni Association.

"EXCELLENT FOOD AT LOW
COST"

MILLS
RESTAURANT

BOARD OF GOVERNORS FOR 1939
E. T. HURLEY,

39 EAST FOURTH STREET
Bettveen Gibson and Sinton Hotels

President

JAMES P. BOLGER
THOMAS S. BURNS
THOMAS A. GALLAGHER
THOMAS M. GEOGHEGAN
MICHAEL A. HELENTHAL
DR. HOMER HUSCHART
E. LEO KOESTER
DR. FRANCIS F. KRAMER
ROBERT L. OTTO
EUGENE A. O'SHAUGHNESSY
FRANK X. OVERBECK
MSGR. FRANCIS A. REARDON
THOMAS J. SCHMIDT
HON. CLARENCE E. SPRAUL
LOUIS J. TUKE

OF
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EILERMAN'S
Kentucky's Finest Stores

ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES

for

ANNUAL BANQUET
QUARTERLY MEETINGS
DRAMATIC GROUP
PISTOL CLUB
J U N E REUNION
AUTUMN HOMECOMING
GOLF TOURNAMENT
PLACEMENT SERVICE
STUDENT ENROLLMENT

YOUNG MEN
who

prefer

Smarter Wearing

Headquarters: Alumni Office,
Room 45, Biology Building

Apparel!!

EILERMAN'S

Telephone: JEfferson 3220

COVINGTON

4,

NEWPORT

„,._,.,

,..._„i,
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Maxima Cum Laude
leadership in school—and later
*-^ on in life—good health is essential.
French-Bauer Ice Cream has won the
highest praise of physicians, dietitians, and
athletic directors for its nutritive and general health value. University men should
make it a part of their regular daily diet.
^Q3^0R

FRENCH-BAUER
INCORPORATED

DAVITT & HANSER
Exclusive Representatives for:
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENTS
GIBSON STRING INSTRUMENTS
Also Dealers for:
Olds Trumpets and Trombones
Vega, Martin and Gretsch Guitars
Leedy and Ludwig Drums
Deagan Instruments
Hohner, M. DeLucia Accordians
ORCHESTRATIONS

FLACH BROS.
GROCERY COMPANY

Exclusive Distributors of
SUNSHINE FINER VEGETABLES
and

GOLD

COAST

FINER

The Davitt & Hanser
Music Co.
416 MAIN STREET

MAIN 4075

I
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Wholesale
Retail

CINCINNATI, O H I O
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"If it's for the office we have it."

"BUILD WITH LUMBER"

The Roxy Printing
& Stationery Co.

The J. B. Doppes'
Sons Lumber Co.

F I N E COMMERCIAL PRINTING
OFFICE S U P P L I E S & E Q U I P M E N T
SIXTH FLOOR, 121 OPERA PLACE

South New Union Depot

1250 Gest Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Compliments
of

President

The Chatfield & Woods
Sack Company
ARBOR PLACE
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Compliments of
MARTIN G. DUMLER,
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Collegiate Cap & Gown
Company

HYDE PARK

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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NEW, OUTSTANDING DESIGNS
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Gordon B. MiUer & Company
Cincinnati

809 Walnut St.
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Cincinnati Scientific Co.
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SCIENTIFIC MATERIALS
LABORATORY SUPPLIES
F I N E CHEMICALS
224 Main Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
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TONY COMELLO

f-

INCORPORATED

Lowe & Campbell
Athletic Goods Co.

Makers of Fine Paints, Varnish,
Enamel for Nearly a
Half-Century

Built"

RETAIL DEPT., 230 E. F I F T H STREET

PA. 5957-8

(Or go to your neighborhood Foy Dealer)

"The House that Quality and Service

...-^.

The Foy Paint Co.

ONE
FOR ALL
MUSKETEER SUCCESS

703-5 Main St.

HARRY A. WOESTMAN
Druggist
Corner River Rd. and Fort Thomas Ave.
Phone Hlland 0431-0944
Service - Quality - Accuracy
FT. THOMAS, KENTUCKY

for keys, pins, charms for college organizations. Let us symbolize your organization
with an emblem that is original—^distinctive
—exclusively yours.
PHONE PARKWAY 1290
for designs and modest prices for—
PINS
KEYS
RINGS
CHARMS
CUPS
TROPHIES
PLAQUES
DANCE FAVORS
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Acme School Supply

Wm. J. F. Roll

1

Division of THE W. F . HAUSMAN CO.

General Agent

1
EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES
for
SCHOOLS and INSTITUTIONS

LIFE

MUTUAL TRUST
INSURANCE COMPANY

Life Insurance from Birth to 65
Annuities

No Buff Floor Wax and Gym Finishes
100 W. Second Street

"As

Cincinnati, Ohio

Faithful

as Old

Suite 1623 Carew Tower

4

4.-11.

Savings Plans

The Dorst Company

nil—1111^—iiii^—iiii^—iiii^—ir

I

tiii-tl*

Eat
BUTTER NUT BREAD

Manufacturers of
CLASS RINGS AND PINS
College and Society Jewelry
Sport Charms—Plaques—Statuettes

and

DOLLY MADISON CAKES
Pins

Schulze Baking Co.

Designs furnished upon request
2100 Reading Road

CHerry 6222

4.-...
V"^~""^~""^~""^~""^~""^~""'~"""~~""

Special Attention given to
Local School, Club and Fraternity
We invite your suggestions

Faithful."

Cincinnati, Ohio
|i.^||M^_||ll^—I>ll-—tlll^—MM
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Government

Phone, MAin 0511

Graded and Dated

Perkins & Geoghegan

EGGS - BUTTER - FROZEN FRUIT
BAKER SUPPLIES
FROZEN VEGETABLES

INCORPORATED

W. R. Perkins
Thos. M. Geoghegan
Walter S. Schmidt
T. M. Kilday

The F. H. Blome
Company

Geo. B. Maggini
Thos. F . Mooney
Wm. T. Nienaber
Elmer F . Strategier

1008-1010 RACE ST.

Second Floor
The Fred'k A. Schmidt Co. Bldg.

Telephone PArkway 4037-8

Cincinnati

4

4.-...

r

...-<.

John Schwarz
LAUBER & a

FINE FOOTWEAR

[RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT]
^ 7 9 11 East Court St. f f f

752-754-756 East McMillan Street

1 CINCINNATI. 0. m^

WALNUT HILLS
Phone WOodburn 6275

4
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Saluting the men of
tomorrow, the men of
today, the Knights of
Columbus.
The K n i g h t s ' y e a r
CHARLES BARTLETT

DELBERT

GL4SER

of activities
Xavier's

meets

y e a r of

activities and beckons to zestful participation in Cincinnati's
life.
EUGENE
ARTHUR

JOHN

The

WAGNER

RAIBLE

BIERMAN

WALTER

BLUM

The
Grand
Knight
elect of the Purcell
Council was undetermined at the time of
printing. Mr. Joseph
Brickweg had declined
a second term.

KNIGHTS
COMBINED

o

CINCI

AJK

The ten combined local councils,
including N o r t h e r n Kentucky,
crowded Corcoran Field for Knights
of Columbus Day, Saturday, November 19. They saw the Musketeers defeat Baldwin Wallace from
Cleveland. A highlight of the
combined Councils, the venture
equaled the great track meet of the
preceding June. Represented were
Councils Kehoe, Ludlow, Carroll,
Newport, Cincinnati, Elder, Purcell, St. Patrick, Price Hill, Northside, and Norwood.
Jos.

H.

Cincinnati

NNATI

W M . J . ROLL

ALBERS

District

Deputies

COLUMBUS
COUNCILS

r
LUMBER
WHITE

Compliments

PINE,

OAKS,

CYPRESS

MAHOGANY

of a

Special Stock for
Carvings, Fine Furniture, Interior-finish
Bar Tops
Boat Material
Big Stock under Roof

FRIEND

Chas. F. Shiels & Co.
CHerry 0239-0240

1251 Gest Street

*-i,i

LYNCH FISH AND POULTRY CO.

Know

the

Best

DANA DRY CLEANERS

212-214 WEST SIXTH STREET
Cincinnati, Ohio
Phones PArkway 1442-3-4

4

A Complete Dry Cleaning Service
1621 Dana
MElrose 2200

I
4.-1.

4...

4M'

KEENAN OIL & FUEL CO.

Best

Wishes
to
Class of 1939

Cincinnati
Fuel Oils
Tractor Oils
Lubricating Oils - Greases - Kerosene
Ray Industrial Burners

r

4

FIDELITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASS'N.

4

Compliments of

J. D. CLOUD & CO.

Successors to
The Norwood Home Savings Ass'n.
Sherman Ave., Norwood
631 Walnut St.
Cincinnati

Certified Public Accountants

U
.-+

For Your Parties and Every

Day

ICE CREAM
3740 Montgomery Road
Phone: JEfferson 0450

I

MOORMEIER'S DAIRY BAR

4.-

I
I

i

f

L N. PRICE & CO.
WHOLESALE FRUITS - VEGETABLES
Our Specialty
Restaurants, Hotels and Institutions.
224 West Sixth Street
CHerry 2179-2198
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We Appreciate
Your Patronage

LINDNER BROS.
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The Kuhlmann Hardware Co.
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CABINET and BUILDERS HARDWARE

I

I

1318-22 Main Street

CHerry 0301-0302
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

•

4..I.

1
!

i
1
1

FRANK A. BEITING

1

Optician

i
I

DR. JAMES J. FAY, '22
111/2 East Eighth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Union Central Building
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FRANKLIN BENS, B.M.

[

851 Hermosa Ave.

I

Director

of Xavier

University

Clef

4.—
I

GEORGE E. FERN CO.
Convention and Exposition Contractors
and Decorators
1252-54 Elm Street
Phone PArkway 5584
Cincinnati, Ohio

Club
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G. EDWARD FERN
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HARRY E. BLANEY

i

and

I

HARRY P. O'BRIEN

THOMAS A. GALLAGHER

CENTRAL ENGRAVING

...*
WILLIAM T. BURNS
Professor, Xavier
University
Hotel Anderson
Cincinnati, Ohio

I

4....
I

1
I
I

1
-1.4.

ALFRED T. GEISLER
•h-

J. PAUL GEOGHEGAN
FRANK J. CRANE

First National Bank Building
Cincinnati, Ohio
...4.

HARRY J. GILLIGAN

DR. GILES DeCOURCY
I
4?
4.,,I

4...-

EDWARD T. DIXON

LOUIS A. GINOCCHIO

603-607 St. Paul Building

A ttorney-at-Law

Cincinnati, Ohio

1

Mercantile Library Building
4-,-....-

4..111

r
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I

DR. J. HOMER HUSSHART
JAMES FARRELL

316 Mercantile Library Building
Cincinnati, Ohio
4.....
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915 Mercantile Library Building

Funeral Directors
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Cincinnati, Ohio
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H. J. IHLENDORF & SONS
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Congratulations to the
'39 GRADUATES
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N I C H O L A S J. J A N S O N
President X. U. Dads
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DR. FRANCIS F. KRAMER
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AUGUST SCHAEFER
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Director of Xavier

University

Band
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LAWRENCE H. KYTE, '21

'
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Attorney-at-Law
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915 Mercantile Library Building
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JOHN C. THOMPSON
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FRED C. LAMPING
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ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

I

I
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Traction Building
Cincinnati, Ohio
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EDWIN F. THORBURN
Certified Public
Accountant
Finance Building
Newport, Ky.
Phone s o u t h 6456
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P. LINCOLN MITCHELL
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J. H. THUMAN

I

Manager of Concerts

T

142 W. Fourth St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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EDWARD P. VONDERHAAR

I

I

EDW. MOULINIER

Director of Publicity
Alumni Secretary
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Xavier University
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Second National Bank Building
Cincinnati, Ohio
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CHAS. F. WHEELER, '28
Department

of

English

Xavier University

SENIOR
Antonelli, Robert John
Aylward, Joseph Martin
Bird, Ernest T
Blum; Robert Walter

DIRECTORY
305 West Eleventh Street, Newport, Ky.
22 White Pond Drive, Akron, 0.
2909 Warsaw Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.
2709 Stratford Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Brenner, George Anthony

4774 Loretta Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Burke, Joseph Dober

6702 Nokomis Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Carroll, Donald Francis

70 Pearl Avenue, Oil City, Pa.

Casello, William Morris

2615 Ashland Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Conwell, Robert Francis

3931 Lindley Avenue, Norwood, 0.

Dineen, Urban James

104 Moore Street, Middletown, 0.

Donlin, John Leonard

5253 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Donovan, Charles Patrick

1364 Burdette Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Dooley, Richard Leo

555 Ludlow Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Fish, Joseph Harold

103 North C Street, Hamilton, 0.

Fox, Robert Henry
Gallagher, Paul Anthony
Geers, John Paul

84-05 169th St., Jamaica, N. Y.
3006 Meadowbrook Blvd., Cleveland, 0.
3544 Hudson Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Groneman, Robert Francis

302 Crestline Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Harper, Thomas John

3422 Duncan Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Heekin, Herbert Joseph

3424 Linwood Road, Cincinnati, 0.

Howe, Albert Berry

319 Highland Avenue, Ft. Thomas, Ky.

Jones, Jack Arthur

1779 Powers Street, Cincinnati, 0.

Keller, Eugene Edward

153 Millsdale Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Kennedy, Edward Joseph, J r

3610 Burch Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Kohlhoff, Ralph William

3547 Edwards Road, Cincinnati, 0.

Leugers, George William
Low, John Albert

2522 Mound Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.
6625 Lower River Road, Cincinnati, 0.
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SENIOR
Mackey, John Bernard
Martin, George A.
Meister, Robert Anthony
Middendorf, Donald George
Miller, Robert Henry

3465 Greenlawn Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.
29 Tremont Avenue, Fort Thomas, Ky.
4122 Langland Street, Cincinnati, 0.
613 Watkins Street, Covington, Ky.
3104 So. Harrison Ave., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Millitzer, George Grear

Loveland, 0.

Moore, William Francis

1052 West Garfield Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Murray, Thomas Edward

4716 Rapid Run Pike, Cincinnati, 0.

Neary, Roy Bernard

360 Short Street, Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Oker, Robert William

3600 Epworth Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Patton, James John

14200 Avenue " 0 " , Aurora, 111.

Patton, John Joseph

14200 Avenue " 0 " , Aurora, 111.

Pohl, William Louis

1884 Madison Road, Cincinnati, 0.

Rack, Lawrence Edward

3056 Queen City Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Rielly, William Joseph

402 Warren Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.

Robers, Richard Joseph

2621 Marsh Avenue, Norwood, 0.

Schmerge, Albert George
Schmitt, Thomas John
Schuh, John Thorman
Summers, Lawrence George
Thuman, William Conrey
Tillman, Carl William
Walsh, William Joseph
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DIRECTORY

2237 Hannaford Avenue, Norwood, 0.
4536 Floral Avenue, Norwood, 0.
1213 Alexandria Pike, Fort Thomas, Ky.
2119 Slane Avenue, Norwood, 0.
3760 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.
6 Summer Hill Avenue, Newport, Ky.
7652 South Honore Street, Chicago, 111.

Warndorf, James Peter

731 Main Street, Hamilton, 0.

Weber, Robert William

401 West Eleventh Street, Newport, Ky.

Wolf, Edmund Charles

4125 Carter Street, Norwood, 0.
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Acme School Supply
A u f d e m k a m p e H a r d w a r e Co
Becker B r o t h e r s Co
B e r t k e E l e c t r i c Co
Blome Co
Bolger Coal Co
Brown P u b l i s h i n g Co.
Chatfield & Woods Sack Co
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co
Cincinnati Bell Telephone Co.
Cincinnati Scientific Co
Cloud & Co
Collegiate Cap & Gown Co
D a n Cohen Co
D a n a D r y Cleaners
D a v i t t & H a n s e r Music Co.
Doppes' Sons L u m b e r Co
D o r s t Co
Duffy, E m m e t t
Eilerman's
F e c h h e i m e r Bros. Co.
F e c k Oil Corporation
Fenwick Club, The
F i d e l i t y F e d e r a l S a v i n g s & Loan Ass'n
F i e l m a n D a i r y Co.
F i l l m o r e Music House
F l a c h Bros. Grocery Co
F o y P a i n t Co
F r e n c h B a u e r , Inc
General A t h l e t i c R e p a i r Co
Greiwe Inc.
Hittner, Stanley A
Home S t e a m Linen Supply Co., The
K e e n a n Oil & F u e l Co
K n i g h t s of Columbus
K u h l m a n n H a r d w a r e Co
L a u b e r & Co
L i n d e r Bros
Lowe & Campbell Athletic Goods Co
Lynch F i s h and P o u l t r y Co
Mike's B a r b e r Shop
Miller, Gordon B., Co
Mills R e s t a u r a n t
Moormeier's D a i r y B a r
Mt. N o t r e D a m e Academy
Mt. S a i n t J o s e p h College
N i e m a n P r i n t i n g Co., The H
Ohio P h a r m a c y
Our L a d y of Cincinnati College
Paramount Restaurant
P e r k i n s & Geoghegan
P r i c e & Co., I. N
Quality E n g r a v i n g Co
Rebold F u n e r a l H o m e s
Roll, W m . J . F., I n s u r a n c e
Roxy P r i n t i n g & S t a t i o n e r y Co
Ruff, H e r m a n J .
Schulze B a k i n g Co
Schwarz, John
Shiels & Co
St. A n t h o n y M e s s e n g e r
V e s t e r D r u g Co
W a g n e r Co., The F e r d
W e s t e r n N e w s p a p e r Union
W h i t e Villa Grocers, Inc
Willis Music Co
W o e s t m a n , H a r r y A.
Wood, T h o m a s E., General I n s u r a n c e
X a v i e r U n i v e r s i t y Downtown College
X a v i e r U n i v e r s i t y A l u m n i Association
Y o u n g & Carl
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